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~ This project was one in a continuing series of studies to upgrade
Naval av iation aircrew training programs and at the same time to study
the methodology, effectiveness, and resource requirements of Instructional
Systems Development (ISD). It was a Phase I effort encompassing ISD steps
from hierarchy development through training support requirements analysis.

3 Project goals were to support the Marine and Navy Fleet Readiness Squadrons c—
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~ in their training program development efforts and to study the utility
of the 6.2 ISD model in an application to an existing aviation system.
The latter goal included gathering information on the strengths and
weaknesses of the model , making reconinendations for modifications to
the model , and collecting resource utilization data. Input data came
from a validated list of pilot ~nd RIO tasks which was furnished bythe government. Tasks from this list were analyzed into a hierarchical
structure of supporting skills and knowledge. This analysis formed
the basis for the development of instructional objectives. Preferred
and alternate media were selected for each of the objectives. Objectives
were then grouped into lessons and the lessons sequenced to form the
pilot and RIO syllabi . Finally, a training support requirements analysis
was performed to estimate resource requirements for development, imple-
mentation, revision, and maintenance of the two training courses.
Problems encountered during this program were discussed and recoimien-
dations for changes to the ISD model were presented.
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SUI~4ARY

This report covers the Phase I activities of a project
for development of ISD-based training programs for Marine and
Navy F-4 pilots and Radar Intercept Officers (RIO). In addition
to developing specified end-products to be used in subsequent

-
: ISD phases , It was an effort to evaluate the utility of the

emergIng 6.2 ISD model by identifying its strengths and weak-
nesses. Project activities were conducted on-site at MCAS, Y uma
with government-furnished subject matter experts providing input
to major tasks under the direction of Allen Corporation ISO
personnel.

Major tasks completed during this project were objectives
hierarchy development, media selection , syllabus development, and
training support requirements analysis. Each of these activities
is suninarized below.

OBJECTIVES HIERARCHY DEVELOPMENT

A job analysis was conducted prior to contract award to
Allen Corporation. This survey provided a listing of tasks
selected for training . These tasks were the input to objectives
hierarchy development. During hierarchy development, tasks were
analyzed to Identify subtasks which were components of the major
tasks. Behavioral objectives were developed for each subtask
and, along with the major tasks, were arranged in hierarchy
formats to show their interrelationships , i.e. superordinate,
coordi nate, and subordinate relationships .

MEDIA SELECTION

Preferred and alternate instructional media were selected
for each objective Identified during hierarchy development.

_a____ 
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Selections were made on the basis of an algorithm in which
the following variables were considered: (1) level of expected
student behavior , (2) level of content taught, (3) amount of
practice required for mastery, (4) minimum display requirements,
and (5) amount of memorization required . During the next step,
syllabus development , media selections for the objectives
were used to determine the preferred medium for each lesson.

SYLLABUS DEVELOPMENT

Objectives were grouped to form lessons. First, flight
lessons were formulated using objectives selected for flights
during media selection. Next, objectives requiring simulators
were grouped to form lessons to support the previously formed
flight lessons. Finally, ground school lessons were structured
to support the simulator and flight lessons . After the ground
school objectives were grouped into lessons, media selections
were rev iewed to determi ne if media for all objectives in a
lesson were the same. If not, adjustments in media and/or
lesson content were made to select the preferred medium for
each lesson .

The resultant syllabus embodied an individualized instruction-
al system in which the predominant medium was slide-tape presen-
tation. Other media included workbooks, videotapes , simul ators,
and the aircraft. Lessons were sequenced to facilitate acquisition
and retention by proceeding from ground school instruction to
hands-on practice in a simulator , to practice in the aircraft.

TRAINING SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

The final task of this project was to estimate cost,
facilities , and personnel requirements to develop , Implement,
revise and maintain the training program outlined In the
syllabus . Development cost estimates were based on a survey of
coninercial and government organizations. This survey yielded
costs and personnel requirements for lessons in each of the

2
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selected media. Similar requirements for revision of materials
were also determined. Facilities requirements included that
required by materials development personnel and for implementation
of the training course.

CONCLUS IONS

& The general conclusion of this project was that the ISO
model used provides a viable approach to ISD implementation.
A number of problems were encountered, which resulted in suggestions
for modifications to the model . The experience gained during this
project and the resultant reconinendations will assist in the
further refinement of the 6.2 model .
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PRE FACE

The Naval Training Equipment Center has a continuing
interest in the use of ISD techniques to upgrade aircrew
training programs and in the process to develop and refine
a model for future ISO programs. This F-4 program followed
four similar ISO programs (SH—2F LAMPS , A-6E TRAM , EA-6B ICAP ,
and E-2C HAWKEYE) in which different ISO methodologies were
used by the contractors invol ved. As a result of these pro-
grams, a standard ISO model was developed. The F-4 program is
the first program in which the model has been implemented by
a contractor other than those involved in the previous ISD
programs. The work was performed by the Allen Corporation
of America under Contract N61339-77-C-0081. A multi-phase
ISD effort was planned. The Phase One analysis was completed
and is described in this report.

The operational goal of this project was to develop the
framework for pilot and RIO training programs, which could
be expanded into instructional materials for implementation
in subsequent phases. The research and development goals
were to: (a) evaluate how wel l an independent contractor, using
the detailed ISO specification and associated Data Item
Descriptions, could implement the model , (b) identify strengths
and weaknesses of the model , (c) obtain reconinendations for
modifications to the model and (d) acquire cost, scheduling ,
and manpower data for future ISD planning.

~~~~~~~ILLIAM B. BONEY
Scientific Officer
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

This project is the latest in a series of programs sponsored
by the Naval Training Equipment Center (NAVTRAEQUIPCEN) to develop,

• refine, and standardize techniques used in Instructional Systems
Development (ISD). The goal of these programs is to define an ISD

• model which will provide a standard ized approach to developing
training programs for operators and maintenance personnel and at
the same time to upgrade the quality of aircrew training on
selected aviation systems.

The first four ISD programs in the series were carried out
simultaneously by different contractors under broad ISO guidelines
specified by NAVTRAEQUIPCEN . The purpose of providing only broad
guidelines for discrete processes and end products was to allow
the different contractors flexibility to utilize their own tech-
niques and procedures. Under the four contracts the analysis
steps in the ISO process up through lesson specifications were
carried out for four different aircrew training courses. The
aircrewmen for which the ISO process was initiated were the pilot ,
NFOs , and FT of the E-2C Hawkeye, the pilot and ECMO5 of the
EA-6B Prowler, the pilot and sensor operator of the SH-2F LAMPS,
and the pilot and NFO of the A-6E TRAM.

Each of the four programs required the development of
training programs for two different types of crewmembers: (1)
pilot training which has a large manipulative skills component
supplemented with cognitive instruction ; and (2) NFO training ,
which primarily involves instruction in interpretation and decision-
making processes. The programs also encompassed a wide range of
aircraft types Including an attack aircraft (A-6E), an electronic
countermeasures aircraft (EA-6B), an airborne early warning and
surveillance aircraft (E-2C), and an anti-submarine hel icopter

9
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(SH-2F). These four programs with their variety of aircrew types
and aircraft missions provided the information from which a basic
Navy model for ISO was developed. In addition , a large amount of
data on the manpower and costs required to do large ISO programs
was collected . 

I

The second step in the series of ISD programs was the
formulation of a model using as a data base the procedures employed
by the different contractors in the four previous programs. The
purpose was to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the different
approaches to ISD and to synthesize the strengths of the models into
one model which would become the Navy standard for training program
development . The use of the model in future programs would facilitate
management by contract technical monitors and would insure a uniformly
high quality product. The resultant model has been referred to as
the “6.2 Model ” . The most recent version of the model is delineated
in Military Specifi cation MIL-T-29053, dated 19 October 1977, and
is entitled “Training Requirements for Aviation Weapon Systems” .

The F-4 program which is the most recent in the series of
ISO programs , emerged as the result of two needs. One was the
recognized shortcomings of the F-4 pilot and Radar Intercept
Officer (RIO) training courses. The second was the need to evaluate
how effectively a contractor, not involved in the earlier ISO
programs, could apply the “6.2 Model” to an existing aircrew
training program. Related to this second need was the continuing
requirement to collect data on ISO nianpower and cost requirements.

Specific deficiencies in the two F-4 training courses were
identified in the problem analysis. It was noted that objective
performance standards and standardized criteria and evaluation
methods have not been defined for academic , simulator , or flight
training . This lack of standardization and specific evaluation
criteria significantly inhibits efforts to improve the training .

10
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Furthermore, an extremely low wash-out rate suggests that the exit
level skills of the trainees are not being assessed with adequate
precision . Hence, optima l remedial action , appropriate to students
and/or the training program is hampered. It was also noted that
the capabilities of existing training devices are constraining to
the current training programs.

The selection of a contractor, familiar with ISO procedures
but without specific experience in the application of the model ,
was intended to serve two purposes: (1) an evaluation of the
clarity and utility of the Data Item Descriptions (DID5) and the
specification , i.e. determining how accurately the model could be
interpreted and implemented by the contractor; and (2) a source of
reconinendations for modifications that will improve the procedures
in future ISD programs.

The analysis phase of the F-4 ISO program, which is discussed
in this report, was applied in that the end products constituted
the first steps in the process of developing an ISD-based training
program and will he used as the basis upon which the design and
development phases will be formulated. It was research in that it
was the first application of a rigidly specified model by a con-
tractor other than those who had developed the steps and procedures
which were Incorporated into the model .

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The primary goals of the analysis phase of the F-4 ISO program
were to implement the ISD model in accordance with Specification
N215-264 and to prepare and deliver the specified end products in
accordance with applicable DIDs. Analyses were performed for both
the Navy and Marine training courses and the F-4 J and N models.
The starting point for this contract was the task of developing
objectives hierarchies and Specific Behaviora l Objectives (SBOs)
from the Task Listing . This listing , which was developed by the

11
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Marine ISD team at MCAS , Yuma under the guidance of Courseware,
Inc. was supplied to Allen Corporation at the beginning of the
contract.

The procedure speci f ied by NAVTRAEQU IPC EN was to have Marine
and Navy F-4 pilot and RIO subject matter experts (SM(s) carry out
those tasks in the ISD process which required knowledge of F-4
operations , tactics , and procedur ~

‘. This was done under the
technical guidance of Allen C... .’~~~- 4~.’ks In which
expert knowledge was not required were carried out primarily by
Al len Corporation personnel . The major tasks for which de1iverable
end products were specified were :

1. Objectives Hierarchy and 580 Devethpment

2. Med ia Selection
3.’ Syllabus Development
4. Training Support Requirements Analysis (TSRA )

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

THE AIRCRA FT. The F-4 is a two-place , supersonic , long-range, all-
weather fighter built by McDonnel l Douglas Corporation. It is de-
signed for intermediate and long range high altitude interceptions
using missiles as the principal armament and for intermediate or
long range attack missions to deliver airborne weapons/stores. The
aircraft is powered by either two single rotor, axial flow , variable
stator turbojet J79-GE-8 or J79-GE-l0 engines with afterburners.
It is capable of carrier operations.

The degree of sophistication in modern weapons systems has
necessitated the employment of two-man crews in many of the current
fighters to minimize the probability of operator overload. Although
there is a clear division of labor between the pilot and RIO duties,
they must function as an efficient team to carry out the missions
of the F-4. The training program for both crew positions must ,
therefore, stress indivi dual duties , as wel l as, contain a strong

12 1~
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V
emphasis upon the teamwork required. The most successful fighter
teams are those who work together continuously and know each
other ’s reactions , strengths and weaknesses.

THE MISSIONS. The F-4 has two primary missions , air-to-air
interceptions and air-to-ground delivery of airborne weapons/stores.
In addition , the F-4 performs armed escort and reconnaissance missions.
The primary weapons systems used to carry out these missions are the
bombing equipment, the data link system, the direct radar scope
camera, electron ic countermeasure equipment , gunnery equipment ,
and the missile control equipment. Since the F-4 has been in the
Navy/Marine inventory for a number of years, a large amount of
experi ence in executing the above missions in combat, practice, and
training environments has been accumulated.

THE TRAINING PROGRAM. The existing Navy and Marine transition
courses are the results of many iterations and refinements over
the years since the F-4 was introduced . The Marine syllabus in-
cludes training to 60 percent (combat capable) wi th the remainder of
training to 100 percent proficiency (fully combat qualified ) taking
place in tactical group training at operational squadrons. Graduates
of the Navy syllabus are 80 percent proficient with 20 percent left
for tactical group training at operational squadrons. A suninary of
the total training for Marine F-4 pilots and RIOs is shown in Table 1.
Included is the training to 60 percent proficiency at MCAS, Vuma ,
plus the additional training provided at duty squadrons. Table 2
provides a further breakdown of ground school training which currently
takes place at VMFAT-1O1, MCAS , Yuma . Tables 3 and 4 are break-
downs by sorties/hours and simulator periods/hours of the Combat
Capable Training portions of the pilot and RIO syllabi .

Trainees for the pilot transition course come from four
Advanced Jet Training programs. RIO trainees come from the
Advanced Nava l Flight Officer school . Students for the refresher
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF BASIC MARINE TRANSITION AND CONVER SION
TRAINING FOR F-4 PILOTS and RIOs

Weeks Course Activity

1-3 Ground school and flight simulator Training group*
training

4-6 Air-to-air and air-to-ground MAWTU*
courses

7-26 Combat capable training Training group*

27-38 Combat ready training Tactical group**

39-46 Combat qualification training Tactical group**

47-54 Full combat qualification training Tactical group**

* Takes place at FRS

** Takes place at operational squadron

14
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TABLE 2. BREAKDOWN OF TRANSITION GROUND SCHOOL AND
SIMULATOR/FLIGHT TRAINING AT MCAS, YUMA

Course Duration

Ground School 2 weeks
Aircraft Systems
Cross-Country Packets
Aircraft Preflight
Plane Captain Signals
Safety
Aerodynamics
Emergency Procedures

C Course Rules
Aircrew Teamwork and Responsibilities
Basic Radar
Navigation Computer
Airborne Missile Control System
Flight Planning
Performance Data

Flight/Simulator Training 1 week

1 -
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L

TABLE 3. BREAKDOWN OF THE COMBAT CAPABLE TRAINING PORTION
OF THE PILOT SYLLABUS

FLIGH T SIM. TOTAL
STAGE SORTIES/HOURS PERIODS/HRS TRA INING

Basic Qualification Entry level skills
Familiarization 4/4.8 8/12.0 12/16.8
Instrument 4/6.0 - 4/ 6.0
Formation 3/3.9 - 3/ 3.9
FMLP 1/0.8 - 1/ 0.8
All Weather Intercept 7/8.4 12/18.0 19/26.4
Missile Fire 1/1.5 1/ 1.5 2/ 3.0
Aerial Ref. 2/2.6 - 2/ 2.6
Ground Attack 9/9.0 - 9/ 9.0
Vis. Nay. 1/1.3 - 1/ 1.3
BAM 6/6.0 1/ 1.5 7/ 7.5 4:—.
Fighter Intercept 2/2.4 2/ 3.0 4/ 5.4
Fighter Weapons 7/5.6 - 7/ 5.6

47/52.3 24/36.0 71/88.3

16
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TABLE 4. BRE~KDOWN OF THE COMBAT CAPABLE TRAINING PORTIONOF THE RIO SYLLABUS

FLIGHT SIM. TOTAL
STAGE SORTIES/HOURS PERIODS/HRS TRAINING

Basic Qualification Entry level skills
Familiarization 1/ 1.2 8/12.0 9/13.2
Instrument 5/ 7.5 — 5/ 7.5
Formation 1/ 1.3 - 1/ 1.3
FMLP 1/ 0.8 - 1/ 0.8
All Weather Intercept 10/12.0 12/18.0 22/30.0
Missile Fire 1/ 1.5 1/ 1.5 2/ 3.0
Aerial Ref. 2/ 2.6 - 2/ 2 .6

Ground Attack 9/ 9.0 - 9/ 9.0
• Vis. Nay. 1/ 1.3 - 1/ 1.3

8AM 5/ 5.0 1/ 1.5 6/ 6.5

Fighter intercept 2/ 2.4 2/ 4.0 4/ 6.4 J
Fighter Weapons 7/ 5.6  - 7/ 5.6

45/50.2 23/31.0 68/87.2
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pilot and RIO courses fall into two categories, those who have
not flown in an F-4 for 6-18 months and those who have not flown
in an F-4 for more than 18 months. The training which these
pilots and RIOs receive is a subset of the total transition
course. Instructors Under Training (IUT) receive a special six-
week IUT course in addition to refresher ground school and
simulator training.

During transition training at MCAS, Yuma , trainees are
assigned collateral duties which require an average of two hours
per day. These jobs include assignments in operations, aciminis-
tration , maintenance, intelligence , and logistics and embarkation.
Other duties include operations duty officer , squadron duty officer ,
maintenance duty officer, and legal investigations. Due to these
collateral duties trainees are not expected to put in a “full
training day”. In the day-by-day schedule produced as part of the
F-4 ISO program allowances are made for these collateral duties .

Some trainees , but not all , may attend additional schools
whi le undergoing FRS training . These schools are attended if the
periodic requirements for completing the schools occur during FRS
training . Among these schools are Surviva l , Escape, Resistance
and Evasion (SERE) Schoo l , Flight Instruments Refresher Course,
and Water Survival Training .

The combat capable training courses are designed to produce
fully NATOPS qualified pilots and RIOs . Trainees are evaluated in
oral and open and closed book exams, in normal and emergency
procedures using the COT and WST, and in flight.

18
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SECTION II
• INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

BACKGROUND

Traditionally, training programs wi thin the military have been
generated in-house by a number of instructor personnel tasked with
the difficult problem of sorting through all available information
and developing an approach to the classroom presentation of an
assigned content area . The resulting instructor guides (outlines )
and student handouts are , by necessity , based on information within
each individual’ s realm of experience. This experience is largely
based on prior instruction and specialized operational missions.
Of particular significance in such an approach to training is a
failure to conceptualize the entire system in perspective . This
resul ts in a pi ecemeal , poorly-coordinated buildup of instructional
units wi th retrofitting as the method of necessity for curriculum
deve lopment. Furthermore , the Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)
approaching the task usually do not have the benefit of expertise
in the principles and application of instructional technology .
The problem is complicated by the rapid turnover in instructor
personnel . Often too, an attempt is made to piece together the
in-house training materials , typically instructor guides (outlines),
wi th separately developed technical materials provided by a
contractor to complement existing hardware. The classroom instructor
is ultimately left wi th the task of integrating the curriculum
whi le performing wit hin the confines of the existing policy and
procedure of the training comand .

As a result of this piecemeal procedure , most instructional
programs could be characterized as having one or more of the
following problems:

0 Critical content is underemphasized or is left out.
~ Instruction and testing are oriented toward general

content knowledge rather than toward specific know-
ledge related to operationa l performance.

0
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~ Learn i ng outcomes and evaluation criteria are
poorly defined .

0 Instructional methods and media are selected with - - -

little regard for relating subject matter content
to media capabilities .

0 Subject matter content is instructor-specific
and changes as instructors change .
There is little , if any , distinction between
content and instructional design experts , i.e.
content experts do everything .

0 Eva l uation and update procedures are rarely
formulated .

ISO evolved in response to these symptoms , as well as , the
increasing demand for greater efficiencies in a time of tightening
resources . It is an attempt to derive orderly procedures for
the design , development, implementation , and evaluation of in-
structional systems, and to provide operational guidelines for
carrying out the procedures .

Many models have been formulated over the past 20 years.
Most have contained analysis , design , development , implementation ,
and quality control phases tied together in a sequential flow.
Some have been more prescriptive than others. Some have failed ;
others have been partially successful ; but not one has received
general acceptance . Al though the progress has been slow , ISO
technology is developing as data on the various methods are
collected .

The model being implemented in the F-4 program represents a
large improvement over eai’lier approaches . It contains well-
defined procedures for some tasks, while others are less defined .
There are many areas for potential improvement in the model .
Identifying some of these areas is one of the goals of this program.

ASSUMPTIONS

The followi ng assumptions underlie the ISO model which was
used in this program .

20
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0 The resultant training courses should teach knowledge
and skills which are required on the job.

0 The courses when implemented should be efficient in
terms of resource requirements.
The instructional program should be based on clearly-
defined objectives .

0 Selection of instructional methods and media should
be based on a mapping of method and media characteristics
into the training requirements of the objectives.

0 Solid testing , evaluation , and revision procedures are
essential to success.

° Subject matter content can be best supplied by
• personnel experienced in system operation . To insure

optima l use of their expertise , training specialists
should channel this knowledge of the system into the
appropriate ISO formats.

METHODS/PROCEDURES

The “6.2 Model ” is the state-of-the-art in ISO. It is the
most precisely defined and procedurally accurate approach to ISO
yet developed . The detailed specifications for the model follow
a sequential flow beginning wi th task listing procedures and
terminating wi th instructor training for implementation (Figure 1).
The first step which is not part of the model , is the problem
analysis. The purpose of the problem analysis is to provide
background information on the strengths and weaknesses of the
existing training system (if there is one). Using this information
It can be determined if efforts should be made to upgrade the
program and , if so, what the approach should be. Not all problem
analyses identify ISD as the most appropriate and cost-effective
option. Other options are no action at all , updating the media
used without doing a full analysis, and performing an ISD analysis
on selected portions of the program. In addition , the problem

21
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analysis provides background information concerning training
program users and available training assets. This information
assists the ISO contractor in evaluating the total environment
in which the upgraded training program wil l be designed and
implemented .

The first step in the ISD model is to develop a task listing.
This step helps insure that all tasks that should be included in
the training program are identified . The task listing is used in
a job analysis survey which is administered to personnel who are
qualified in the system on which the ISD program is being executed .
During the job analysis survey, these personnel are questioned on
the criticality of each task to successful performance, the
frequency with which the task is performed on the job, the
difficulty of the task , where the task was learned (i.e., in a
school or on the job) and where the task should be taught. The
results of the job analysis survey are used to determine which
tasks should be included in the training program and the emphasis
which should be placed on those tasks selected for training (i.e.,
indepth versus refresher training).

Once the task listing has been validated and tasks have been
selected for training, the tasks are used as the basis for
developing objective hierarchies and Specific Behavioral Objectives
(SBOs). This step involves analyzing tasks from the task listing
in greater detail to identify all skills and knowl edge which are
prerequisite to performing the tasks identified in the task listing .
The structure of the hierarchies is such that all the component
objectives of a major task are arranged from the simplest and
most fundamental knowledge up to the most compl icated skill. Each
entry in the hierarchies is an SBO which specifies decisions that
must be made, pieces of information that must be learned , procedures
that must be executed , or skilled actions which must be performed.

• 23
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For each SBO, conditions under which the objectives must be per-
formed and the minimum acceptable performance standards are
specified . By laying the objectives out in hierarchy diagrams ,
the subordinate , superordi nate , and coordinate relationships
among the objectives can be clearly identified . The objectives
hierarchies and SBOs provide the fundamental data base on which
the training program will be structured . They also are the direct
inputs into the next two steps in the ISO r:rocess, media selection
and syllabus development.

Media selection i nvolves determining which of the candidate
media is best suited for providing instruction for each of the
SBOs identified in the previous ISO step. The output of the media
selection process is a list of acceptable instructional media for
each objective. Acceptable media are listed in order of preference.
The goal of this process is to select media which will enable the
best possible trainee performance while minimizing costs. The
procedures to be employed in media selection have yet to be
standardized in the 6.2 model and are, thus , still evolving . In
the F-4 program media were selected on the basis of the level
of behavior expected of the student , the l evel of content being taught,
the number of instances the student should see, the minimum dis-
play requirements , and the amount of memorization required . Other ,
more conventional , media selection models use procedures in which
the display and fidelity requirements of each objective are mapped
into the display and fidelity characteristics of candidate media.
The current version of the ISD model , MIL-T-29O53, does not specify
a specific procedure to be used . Rather it stipulates that an
explicit media selection model shall be provided for approval by
the contracting agency.

After lists of acceptable instructional media have been
specified for the objectives, the objectives are grouped and
sequenced to form the syllabus . Objectives are grouped into lessons
and the lessons are sequenced to form units , which ccntain lessons

24 
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dealing with the same general subject matter content area. Units
are sequenced to form the syllabus . The resultant syllabus should

• ~ possess three characteristics. First , objectives should be

sequenced so that those objectives which are lower in a hierarchy
are taught prior to higher level objectives in the same hierarchy,
i.e., instruction in the prerequisite skills and knowledges precedes
instruction in the more complex skills or decision processes.
Second, whenever possible , the sequence should specify early hands-
on learning and practice and maintain an integration of academic
instruction and skills practice throughout the syllabus sequence.
Third , in general , major tasks should be sequenced from easiest

• to hardest. When feasible , however, those tasks which will reo’iire
extens ive practice should be introduced early in the syllabus to
allow the requi red practice to be integrated throughout the remainder
of the syllabus. Applying these three guidel ines during lesson
organization and sequencing yields a flow of instruction in which
trainees first learn operating procedures, then practice the
procedures , and finally perform the procedures in more complex
situations in which decisions and integration with other procedures
are required .

At this point in the sequence of ISD steps that portion of
the analysis phase which involves the production of end products
which will be converted into instructional materials has been
completed . The final step in analysis is preparation of a Training
Support Requirements Analysis (TSRA). The TSRA provides an estimate
of the personnel , equipment, materials, and services which will
be required during subsequent phases in the ISD program. Separate
estimates for design , development , implementation , and evaluation
and maintenance are provided . The TSRA is used as a planning
document for budgeting purposes.

Due to the detail provided on the number of lessons per in-
structional medium in the syllabus and the cost of production per

j 25
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lesson in each medium , the TSRA ca n be used to Identify relative media
costs. By using relative costs, areas of possible cost savings can
be determined . For example , the production of slide-tape materials
is relatively costly compared to workbooks or mediated interactive
lectures . Workbooks and mediated interactive lectures are in most
cases alternative choices for slide-tapes . If there are costing
constraints for production and revision of materials , some of those
lessons for which tape-slide was first chosen may instead be
presented in workbooks or mediated interactive lectures.

Another area in which the TSRA provides information is
facilities requirements. This is particularly important in the
planning for an implementation in which major modificati ons to
existing facilities or the construction of new facilities will be
required . In order to have the facilities available when all
materials have been developed and the course is ready for imple-
mentation , preparation of facilities must begin as early as
possible after the initial ISD analyses have been performed. The
TSRA is the jumping off point from initial analysis into the
much more costly and lengthy design , development , implementation ,
and revision phases.

- , The design phase involves the development of lesson
specifications for all lessons in the syllabus. A lesson

• specification contains the subject matter content and outlines
the instructiona l strategy for each objective in the lesson . It

- - is during this step that the information that will be presented
in the course is assimilated and the strategies that will be used
in the presentation of the asson and testing of its content are
determined . In addition to a statement of the subject matter
content of each objective, a lesson specification contains helps
that may be used In remember i ng or applying the objective , the
number and types of examp les required to support Instruction of
each object ive , the practice and testing requirements, and
graphic specifications .

26
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After the design phase is completed , the development phase
begins. During the development phase a number of tasks are
carried on concurrently. The primary task involves converting
the lesson specifications into lesson and testing materials.
Authors use the lesson specifications in conjunction with lesson
guides which explain how to produce instructional material for
each medium being used . Lesson materials are produced in draft
form and reviewed by the instructional psychologist. Prototype

r materials are then produced for small scale tryout. Based on data
collected during the small scale tryout, lesson materials are
revised for final production .

While the instructional materials and tests are being
developed , quality control and implementation plans must be form-
ulated. These plans help insure that implementation , evaluation ,
and revision procedures are well-formulated and are workable wi thin
the training environment. The quality control plan presents the
procedures to be followed in continuously assessing the relevance ,
effectiveness, and currency of the instructional materials and
the instructional management system. It provides for such
assessment from the earliest materials development stage to the
implementation of the training program and throughout the life
cycle of the weapons system. The quality control plan addresses
three major areas: formative revision , internal quality control
(trying out the finished materials with real students in the real
training environment), and external quality control (the validity
of the training program in terms of its relevance to operational
requi rements for skilled personnel).

The implementation plan details the procedures and mi lestones

which will be followed during the implementation phase of the
ISO program. The plan focuses on training management and
administrati on, personnel requirements , and implementation procedures .

27
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Some of the specific content areas contained in the implementation
plan are :

0 Instructional system integration
0 Equipment storage, maintenance, and utilization

Student grading evaluation
0 Training materials management
~ Facilities utilization
0 Student scheduling and management
0 Schedule contingency plan

The final step during the development phase is the preparation
of an Instructor Training Course (ITC). The ITC is designed to
teach Fleet Readiness Squadron (FRS) personnel to properly use
the instructional system. It provides instruction in the following
areas:

0 The training organization to include personnel ,
organization , policies , and student characteristics 4

0 The training program to include syllabus organization
and student flow, instructor duties , media used in
the training program, student learning center operations ,
ISO team duties , and an overview of the ISD process.

0 Training system operation and scheduling
0 Storage , operat ion , and troubleshooting of media

devices .
0 Conducting lessons in all media used in the program
0 Evaluation of students and instructional materials
~ Revision of instructional materials

After all instructional materials have been produced , the
quality control and implementation plans have been formulated ,
and the ITC has been prepared and administered, the implementation

phase begins . The length of implementation is a function of
course duration and the Interval between class convenings . At a
minimum It is the length of one class, during which external

(_. 
\
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quality control data is col lected on that class. Preferrably
its duration exceeds that of one class so that data on multiple
classes can be collected and necessary modifications to the
training materials and/or the management plan can be made. Most
of the “bugs ” should be worked out of the new training system
during this initial implementation phase.

~I, The final phase in the ISD process is evaluation and main-
tenance of the training program for as long as it is in use.
While this phase is less formal than the previous phases in the
concentration on ISD methodology , it embodies a continuation of
ISD procedures in the constantly ongoing process of updating the
training program. This is a particularly crucial phase since “ie
structure of the program will change and possibly erode if a nigh
quality maintenance program is not provided . The procedures de-
tailed in the quality control and impl ementation plans and the
instructor training course must be maintained . This function may

2 be allocated to a small ISD team which should be well-schooled
in ISD procedures in general and in the specifics of the
particular training program.

The scope of this F-4 ISO program encompasses the analysis
phase of the ISO process. The task listing was generated by
MCCTRG-10 ISO personnel under the guidance of Courseware, Inc.
It provided the primary input into hierarchy and SBO development ,
which was the first task of this contract. Subsequent tasks were
media selection , syllabus development, and training support - •
requirements analysis. How these tasks were carried out is
discussed in Section III, Implementation.

- 
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SECTION I I I
IMPLEMENTATION

ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING
I

PERSONNEL Three organizations participated in the F-4 ISO
program. These organizations and their roles are as follows :

0 Contractor -On—site training , guidelines ,
and review of products in
accordance with ISD procedures

~ MCCTRG-1O ISD Dept. -Supply subject matter experts
• (supplemented by to provide input on F-4 procedures,

VF-121) - 
tactics, etc. Provide facili~iesfor the project.

~ NAVTRAEQUIPCEN -Project coordination , direction
and monitoring

~~ i’-, Under provisions of the contract MCCTRG-1O was tasked to
provide Marine subject matter experts (SMEs) to the program. Four

:1 SMEs participated on a part-time basis for the first 26 weeks of
the 32-week program. SMEs were not required for the final six
weeks. In addition , three Navy SMEs from VF-121, NAS Miramar,
participated on a non-overlapping basis for a total of ten weeks.
On—site contractor personnel included an instructional psychologist,
who was the on-site supervisor , a former F-4 RIO, who assisted
the on-site supervisor in coordinating all project activities and
who reviewed outputs from the Marine and Navy SMEs, and a secretary.
The program director was located off-site. He made monthly visits
to MCAS , Yuma , reviewed all products of the program, and was
responsible for liaison with NAVTRAEQUIPCEN. Overall responsibility
for the program rested with the Al len Corporation Technical

P Director. He reviewed all products of the program. The hierarchical
organization of the program team is shown in Figure 2.

— — 
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As indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 2, the activities
of the Marine and Navy SMEs were governed by the existing military
coninand structure. They reported to the head of the MCCTRG-10
ISO Department, who was responsible for coordination with on-site
contractor personnel .

PROJECT SEQUENCING . The sequencing of major project activities
was planned at the outset as shown in Figure 3. The project was

• contractually scheduled to be a 32-week effort. Hierarchy and
SBO development was scheduled for 11 weeks. Media selection ,
syllabus development, and the TSRA were scheduled for four weeks
each. The right sides of the hierarchy and SBO development,
media selection, syllabus development, and TSRA blocks indicate
the submission date for a draft report. In each case the final
report for that activity was scheduled four weeks after draft
report delivery .

PROJECT ACTIVITI ES
INTRODUCTION. In the followi ng sections detailed descriptions of
each of the major ISO activities conducted during the project
wil l be discussed . For each activity the following categories
of information are included :

An overview of the purpose of the act ivi ty
~ A description of the procedures employed -

° A description of SME training
0 An account of the problems and solutions
The last section contains a suninary of the F-4 training

courses developed during this program.

~
JECTIVES HIERARCHIES AND SBOs.

Overview. The first major task performed under this contract 
4

was the development of objectives hierarchies and SBOs. A
hierarchy is a visual layout of the structure of the component
objectives which support the performance of a task. It shows

0
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subordinate , superordinate , and coordinate relationships among
the objectives. The procedures used to develop hierarchies of
objectives and tasks provide a systematic way of determining
what the student must learn in order to perform his job. They
constitute the data base which will be used in the further

• development of the training prOgram . A training program developed
from objectives hierarchies is more likely to be complete in its
job and task orientation and free of irrelevant information, which •

-

is time consuming to teach but adds little to the student’s
ability to perform the job. 

-

Procedures. The input to the hierarchy and SBO development process
is the validated task listing. It contains the major tasks wl~’~ch
have been selected for training during job analysis. For this
program the pilot and RIO task listings were furnished by the
government. They were structured by missions and segments within
missions. There were four missions with ten mission segments per
mission. A visual representation of the missi on by segment
structure of the task listing is shown in Figure 4. The entries
in the cells are the mission by mission segment numbers . These
numbers formed the basis for the numbering system which was used
during hierarchy development.

The procedures used to develop the objective hierarchies are
outlined in Figure 5. An elaboration of the steps shown in Figure
5 follows:

Step 1: List major tasks - This step was accomplished during
task listing . It is included here to emphasize that the task is
the input to the objective hierarchy and SBO development process.

Step 2: Select the most, or next most complicated task
for analysis - The following cri teria should be used in the selection
of the most complicated task:

~ Select a task which involves a large part of the job
-: time

0 Select a task which requires many sub-procedures for
its completion
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0 Select a task which tends to be one of the most
difficult

Step 3: List all components of the major task - Anal yze
the performance components of the selected major task and divide
the major task into its component subtasks . This will yield the
steps or procedures required to perform the major task. Steps
or procedures may be decisions , as well as , overt, observable acts.

Step 4: Determine whether all necessary decisions have been
identified as task components - When analyzing a task that requires
performance of a large number of procedures and interaction wi th
complex system hardware , identification of each operator decision
is made to determine whether the operator must decide when to
perform a procedure , decide which of multiple rules or procedures
to use, evaluate the adequacy of a procedure , and/or decide when
a procedure should be stopped . In analyzing a major task , decision
subtasks can easily be omi tted . This step is inc l uded as a cross-
check of Step 3 to insure that all decision tasks have been
included .

Step 5: Add decision components to the list - If additional
decision subtásks are i dentified in Step 4, they should be added
to the component subtask list for the major task. When incor-
porated into the hierarchy structure , these decision subtasks will
be on the same level as the performance subtasks .

• Step 6: Determine whether there is a significant memorization
requi rement - the memorization component is significant if an
average trainee would be unable to perform the task as a whole
because he could not remember which Components must be performed
or the order of their performance. If the memorization component
for the task is significant , it will be incorporated in Step 7.

Step 7: Add a component requiring recall of the steps of
the major task - If there is a significant memorization component
identifi ed in Step 6, it should be added to the component subtask

38
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list for the major task. When incorporated in the hierarchy
structure, the memorization subtask will be at the same l evel
or one level below the performance subtasks .

Step 8: Determine if there are too many components - The
component subtask list is examined to determine if any subtask
repeats another subtask on the list , is not necessary to the
accomplishment of the ma i n task , or is trivial. The component
listing should provide the level of detail which will be required
when the objectives written from the listing are used as input
for the production of segment specifications in the design phase,
i.e., the objective name should clearly indicate to a subject
matter expert what information will be contained in the segment
specification for that objective. If this information is in-
dicated by a higher level objective, an objective below in the
hierarchy would be trivial. On the other hand if the objectives
4n the h ierarchy do not identify completely the information that
should be contained in segment specifications , additiona l
objectives must be added . The addition of subtask components is
discussed in Step 11.

Step 9: Narrow the set of components - The final listing
should contain the minimum set of subtasks required to perform
the task , consistent wi th the requirements for segment specifi-
cations discussed above. To accomplish this , overlapping and
non-essential subtasks should be deleted and where appropriate
multiple trivial subtasks should be grouped into a single relevant
subtask.

• Step 10: Determine if there are too few components - If
after having mastered all given subtasks , the trainee would be
unable to perform the main task wi thout more than a few simple
Instructions , one or more subtasks have been omitted. A subtask
left out at this point may result in instruction left out later ,

• i.e., lesson ar~d segment specifications will not contain the
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totality of information required to perform the task.
Step 11: Expand the set of components - If the component

subtask listing contains fewer than the minimum number of sub-
tasks requ i red to perform the task , it should be expanded to
insure that the completed training program will contain all in-

formation necessary to train students to perform the task.

Step 12: Write an instructional objective for each component -

An instructional objective contains three elements , the subtask
component statement, which is the “action ” portion of the objective ,
the conditions , and the standards. Conditions describe the

ci rcumstances under which the subtask will be performed . Types of

conditions statements are system conf igurat i on , env ironmental
factors , equipment factors, relevant availa ble information , and
init iation stimulus. Standards are the criteria for minimum

acceptable subtask performance. Types of standards statements
are t ime , accuracy/error rate, degree of conform i ty wit h spec i f i ed
procedures , an d sa fety cons idera ti ons .

Step 13: Arrange objectives in the hierarchy - Objectives
are arranged under the superordinate objective that is bein g

analyzed . All are one level below the superordinate objective .
Step 14: Determine whether each objective is a basic l evel

behavior - An objective is a basic level behavior if it is the
lowest level behav ior that is significant for training . If all

objectives are basic level behaviors , the next complicated major
task is selected from the task listing and the process is repeated.

Step 15: Select one basic level subtask - If one or more
objectives are not basic l evel behaviors , one objective is chosen

and subtask components for that objective are listed . This
process is iterated until all of the lowest level objectives have

been ident i f ied for the major task.
Examples of a hierarchy diagram and an SBO page are shown in

Figures 6 and 7 respectively. A detailed description of the
numbering and coding conventions used in the hierarchies and

1 
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SBOs plus additional examples are presented in Appendix A.

SME Training. Since a previous contractor, Courseware, Inc.,
had provided SME training on the hierarchy and S8O development
process prior to contract award to Allen Corporation , minimum
additiona l SME training was required . A one-day session was

conducted to insure that the procedures being used were in accord
with the F—4 ISD specification and tha t the quality of the end-
products was in accord with Allen Corporation expectations. The
transition between contractors went smoothly, and there were no
substantial differences in approach between Courseware, Inc. and
Allen Corporat ion.

Problems and Solutions. The hierarchy and 580 development process
went smoothly with only a few minor difficulties . One of these
difficulties involved determining the lowest levels i n the
hierarchies , i.e., establishing that point beyond which another
level of objectives would be trivial and above which the hierarchies
woul d be incomplete if terminated at that point . Although the
process of objectives hierarchy development shown in Figure 5 does
del ineate steps (8, 9, 10, and 11) that are included to assist
in determining the appropriate lowest level in the hierarchies ,
consistently choosing the appropriate level is difficult. In

• order to help remedy this difficulty , SMEs were instructed to
evaluate at what level in each hierarchy the information was

complete so that instruction based on the hierarchy structure
would not present trivial detail , or leave out instruction which
was essential for performance of the termina l task. This was done

• by having the SMEs think through the training that would be
presented to support each enabling objective in the hierarchies .
If the objective did not clearly “suggest” all training content
required , more objectives were added . If on the other hand ,
trivial , entry-level objectives were contained in the hierarchies ,

: f o
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they were deleted . This approach also assisted the SMEs in
understanding the rel ationship of the hierarchies and SBUs to

the development of training materials.

The re-evaluat ion of the completeness and accuracy of the

task listing , which was a natural by-product of hierarchy and
SBO develo pmen t , led to numerous chan ges in the task l i st i ng.
This is an illustration of the well-known fact that ISD is a

cons tan tly i tera ti ve process , that in many cases prior end
produc ts requ i re chan ges as a resul t of fur ther anal yses . Suc h
changes are particularly prevalent during the earlier steps in

the ISO analysis phase , during which the data base for training

course develo pmen t i s bei ng esta b l i shed. The chan ges were re-
corded in a master task listing document.

The conditions and standards produced by the SMEs were in

many cases very general and added little to the SBUs. For example ,
a frequently used condition was “Given an exam ” and frequently
used standards were “To c r i t e r ion ” and “In accordance wi th NATOPS”
( l AW NATOPS). With additional work by the SMEs, the conditions
and standards could have been upgraded .

The more fundamental consideration , however, relates to the
utility of specifying conditions and standards at this early point
in the analysis phase. The primary reason for -including conditions
and standards is to insure that the corresponding objective is
observable and testable. Given that the objective is a valid
prerequisite to performance of a terminal objective , there will
be conditions under which it can be evaluated . Al so, conditions
an d standards are part ia l ly  a funct ion of the instruc ti onal medi um
in which the objective wi ll he learned . In the ISO process ,
m edia selection follows hierarchy and SBO development. A precise
determination of conditions and standards takes place during the

developmen t of segment specifications for the objectives . At this
point , media have been selected and testing philosophies have been
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formulated.

The determination of conditions and standards during

hierarchy and SBO development detracts from the primary purpose

-: of structuring hierarchies which provide the framework for the
development of the syllabus and the ultimate training program.
It is recomm ended that consideration be given to deleting conditions
and standards from SBOs written in conjunction wi th hierarchy
development and emphasizing the importance of including complete,
accurate conditions and standards in the segment specifications .

MEDIA SELECTION.

Overview. The next step in the F-4 ISD program was to select

appropriate Instructional media for each SBO produced during the
preceding hierarchy and SBO development step . This step provides

a match ing of the instructional capabilities of various media wi th
the characteristics of the objective as they relate to presentation

and learning strategies. It is important that this mapping of

objective requirements onto media capabilities be as accurate as
possible within cost and feasibility constraints. This helps

insure that trainees are presented information , afforded pract ice,
etc., in an optimal learning environment.

The algorithm used to select media differed from more
conventiona l media selection procedures in that level of expected
behavior , level of content, amount of practice required , and the
amount of memorization required were explicit criteria for
selection. In addition , presentation display requirements, the
nucleus of the more conventional media selection models , was
Included as one of the components of the algorithm .

Procedures. The input to the media selection pro~..ess was the-
listing of all SBOs . Each SBO was carried through the selection
algorithm to determine the primary and alternate media which
shouid be used. Alternate media were provided for each objective

U
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to allow flexibility during later phases of the ISD process when
modifications based on cost factors or syllabus organization may
be required .

The media selection model used in this program involved

askin g a series of five questions , the answers to which traced a
path through a network to a termi nal block which conta ined a

code number for the media selected . The network is shown in
Figure 8 and the questions used to determine paths through the
network ~~rv shown in liqure 9. The question blocks in the network
are labelled Qi , Q2 , Q3 , Q4, and Q5.

The select ion process begi ns at the tr i angle in the center
of the network and goes to question one (Qi). The numbered
response to Qi determines the path that will be followed to the
next question. In the same manner , at each of the other four
questions (Q2 through Q5) the procedure continues along the path
associated with the appropriate answer to each question .

Each path leads to reconinended media , which are the terminal ç-~ 
-

blocks Ml through M44 on the network . The medi a select i ons
corresponding to the numbers in the term i nal blocks are presented
and defined in Appendix B. In addition, Appendix B contains
examp les of completed medi a select ion d iagrams .

The media selection process was conducted primarily by the
project instructional psychologist. SMEs, however, provided
significant input particularly relating to the difficulty of

the objectives. Questions 2 (amount of presentation or practice)
and 5 (memorization requirements), i n essence , assess the
difficulty of the objective. SMEs were also called upon to
answer questions relevant to objective content.

SME Training . Since media selection was primarily a contractor
task , no extensive SME training was required . An informal four-
hour course was conducted to acquaint the SMEs with the selection
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QUESTION 1:

What is the level of behavior expected of the student
in this segment?

1 = fam iliarization
2 = di scr im inated recall
3 = rule-using

QUE STION 2 :
Wha t leve l of conten t is be ing tau ght i n th is segment?

1 = familiarization
2 = pa i red associate
3 - concept
4 = rule

QUESTION 3:
Is the miniunu mu critical set of instances the student
needs to see smal l or large?

1 = small
2 = lar ge

QUESTION 4 :
What is the minimum display requirement? ti

1 = verbal and/or symbolic and/or static simple
pictorial

2 = verba l and/or symbolic and/or static complex
p ic to r i a l

3 = dynamic pictorial
4 = in te rac t ive

QUESTION 5:
Is the memorization component of this objective large
or smal l?

1 = small
2 =  large

Figure 9. QuestIons and Answers Used

• in Conjunction with the -

Network Shown in Figure 8

(~~~)
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process and to relate media selection to other steps in the
ISD process. It was necessary thet the SMEs understand the
procedures in the model so that they could answer questions
which required subject matter expertise.

Problems and Solutions. The primary problem in applying the
media selection model was the ambiguity of some of the responses
to the five questions. Without more precise , working definitions
than those supplied in the F-4 ISO specification the model could
not be applied with consistency or with the accuracy required .
In order to remedy th is problem , Allen Corporation ISD personnel
consulted with the Courseware , Inc . personnel who formulated
the selection model . The resultant definitions of the terms

made the model worka b le ; however , it was still felt that further

clarification was needed . The five questions and elaborations of
the poss ible res ponses to each are as follows :
Question 1: What is the level of behavior expected of the

student in this segment?

1. familiarization : the student will be exposed to the
information or skill , but need not be int imately
familiar wi th it and will not be tested.

2. discriminated recall: the student will remember, recall ,
or recognize something based on previous ly presented
information , e.g., recall operational fuel flow rate. - •

3. rule using : the student will apply a rule to a given
• set of inputs to formulate an output , e.g., dis-

criminate among types of threat aircraft.
Question 2: What level of content is being taught in this segment?

1. fami liarization: the content level is for basic
• acquaintance and recognition but will not be a

test i tem .
2. paired associate: this content level involves the

teaching of a one-to-one associat ion (presence of
A indicates B is occurring ) and would require
future recall of the content.
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3. concept: the content level would show grouped or sets
of symbols or events with coninon critical characteristics
or names, e.g., identify an engine fire .

4 . rule: th is level of con ten t requ i res the man ipula tion
of a concept , e.g., calcula te refueling requirements .

Ou~~tion 3: Is the minimum critical set of ins tances the student
needs to see sma l l  or lar ge?

Essentially the question was inter preted to say , “How often
do we have to expose the student to this content during his
tra i n ing cycle i n order for h im to mas ter the con ten t or
how often must a given skill be practiced to insure mastery?”

Question 4: What is the umu ini mum display requirement? That is ,
how sophisticated mnust the presentation to the trainee be in order
to adequately convey the desired content?

1. verbal and/or symbolic and/or static simple pictorial ,
e.g., a simple photograph , typed or recorded statement ,
or drawing .

2. verbal and/or symbolic and/or static complex pictorial , - -

e.g., a complex photograph , typed or recorded statement
or draw ing .

3. dynamic pictorial , e.g., a moving picture , animated
drawing , computer genera ted image, etc .

4. interactive: Must the presentation media sense student
responses and respond appropriately?

Question 5: Is the memorization component of this objective large
or small?

This question was interpreted as a discrimination between
“small” and “large” based upon content complexity and volume.
The moore coumup lex objectives involve certain detailed
memorization factors , e.g., navigation would contain
components requiring “large” memorization. Other objectives
tsia t. are assisted by supportive documentation such as
checklists , were categorized as containing a “small ”
memorization component.

r
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If this media selection model is to be used in future ISD
programs, it is reconinended that more precise operational definitions
be used in place of those currently supplied . Incorrect inter-
pretations of the five questions and their sets of responses can

have significant effects on the media selected . This could lead

to teaching objectives in med ia which are not opt imally sui ted to
the learning requirements of the objectives.

The possible set of media which could be selected for use
in the F-4 training program was constrainted to the candidate media

contained in the model . This constraint led to a “closed” selection
process rather than an “open” process in which a much larger set of
candidate media could have been considered . For example , among

• other feasibl e alternatives for this program are audio tapes wi th
workbooks and continuous loop 8 m. systems, which can provide
either frame-by -frame projection or continuous motion .

The area of medi a selec ti on is a di f fi cult  one at best.
There are almos t as many selection models as there are media types.

As yet , there is no comp letely sat isfactory approach to th i s
problem . This contractor has not developed an alternative approach
to media selection; however, wi thin the context of the F-4 model

several suggest ions can be made. Ra ther than select ing spec i fic
medi a it is reco,mnended that a class of media be selected , al l
members of which have similar presentation capabilities. Once

a class of media is selected for an objective, trade-off studies
can be performed to determine which medium in the class is best

sui ted in terms of specific capabilities and cost factors. Cost
is not considered in the present model and should be evaluated

during the media selection process. For example , data in the
Tra in ing Support Requirements Anal ys is ind icate tha t the rela tive
cost of slide tapes and workbooks are about four to one. Yet

sl ide-tapes and workbooks are similar in instructional capabilities .
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In the F-4 ISD specification , medi a select ion an d syl l a bus
deve l opment are di screte, sequentia l processes with media selection
preceding syllabus development. They are , thus , two independent
processes with the results of media selection having minimum impact
on lesson organization and sequencing. The structuring of lessons
is done on the basis of subject matter content rather than on the

basis of media selected for indivIdual objectives. Under the

current spec ifi ca tion lesso ns are organ i zed by content . The medi a
for the objectives in the lesson are then examined to determine

• if more than one medium was selected for the grouped objectives .

‘If so, the predom i nant medium from those assigned to the objectives

i n the lesson is selec ted . Th is procedure is ineff ic ien t s ince
some of the media selected for individual objectives are changed

to be consistent with the lesson content requirements . Media
selected for objectives , grouped into a lesson on the basis of
content and context of training , shoul d fall w ithin the same
class. If this does not happen , it is indicative that the lesson
has been poorly organized .

It is recoim-mended that media be selected for lessons rather
than for individual oLjectives , thus revers i ng the order of med ia
selection and syllabus development. Two advantages of this approach

are: (1) the process has to be carried out fewer times since there
are fewer lessons than there are objectives and (2) once made ,

media selections will be final rather than subject to change

durin g a su bsequen t tas k in the ISD process .

SYLLABU S.

Overview. The development of pilot and RIO syllabi was the last
step in the analysis phase which provided input directly into

lesson specification development (Figure 1). The other remaining

analysis step was the Training Support Requirements Analysis

(TSRA ) which provided personnel , materials , and services cost
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estimates for the four remaining phases, but which was not directly
related to the subsequent phases i n terms of techn ical steps
specified for course development.

Syllabus development was the process of grouping the SBOs
from the hierarchy and SBO development step into lessons, and
sequenc ing the lessons to form the p i lot and RIO syllab i . The
resultant syllab i formed the basis for continued development of
the two training courses. Each lesson constituted a discrete
block of instruction with the objectives contained in the lesson

providing an outline of the subject matter content to be covered
in ground school or the skills to be practiced in simulator and
flight lessons. The goal of syllabus development was to arrange
all objectives so as to facilitate administration , scheduling ,
sequencing , testing, and learning.

Procedures. Each course was structured into three levels of
organ ization. These levels ordered from smallest to largest are
as follows:

0 
Segment - The instruction required to teach one objecti~/e.• A segment is comparable to an objective and is

worded the same as an objective. During syllabus
• 

- development the terminology is changed from
“objective” to “segment” to indicate that each
objective is now thought of as a segment of
instruction . During lesson specification
each segment will be the starting point for
determining the subject matter content and

• instructional strategy which will be used to
— teach the objective.

• 0 Lesson - A group of related segments wi th a required
testing point. The F-4 ISO specification
contains guidelines for the number of segments
which shoul d constitute a lesson. The range
is from 3 to 15 objectives. More importantly,
a lesson snould be composed of segments which
form a logical grouping in • terms of content
and can be taught at one s i t t ing.

Ii
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0 Un it - A group of related lessons with a required
testing point. This is the largest sub-
division wi thin the syllabus. Units contain
lessons grouped on the basis of subject matter
content and ordered so that earlier lessons are
prerequisite to latter lessons in the same unit.
The structure of units thus has a large impact
on the effectiveness of training . Students
should have mastered prerequisite skills and
knowledge before being exposed to more compli-
cated learn ing situations. For example ,
maneuvers to be performed in the aircraft
should first be discussed in a ground school
lesson and practiced in a simulator (if simulator
capabilities permit) before being practiced in
the aircraft . By using this sequence the trainee
is better prepared to make efficient use of the
most expensive training device , the aircraft.
Finally, in sequencing units within the syllabus ,
the same guidelines as those used in sequencing
lessons wi th in units should be used , i.e., establ ish
prerequisites by units. For example, a unit on
basic aircraft maneuvering should precede a unit
on air-to-air combat.

The total syllabus development process has two components,
organization of segments into lessons and sequencing lessons to form
the syllabus . Steps used in organization and sequencing proceeded
from flight lessons , to simulator lessons , and finally to ground
school lessons . The fl ight syllabus was formulated first and pro-
vided the framework around which the remai nder of the syllabus was
organized and sequenced. The specification for the F-4 ISO program
cpnta ined guidelines to be used in developing the flight syllabus.

These guidel ines were as follows :
1. Determine from the problem analysis data the maximum

• feasible number of flights that can be contained -In the
syllabus.

2. Identify any content requirements , ordering requirements ,
or other constraints whic h are imposed by readiness training
squadrons or higher authority .

3. Extract from the objectives hierarchy all objectives
designated during media selection as requiring aircraft
flight.
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4. Examine the objectives to identify coninon logical
groupings.

5. Sort the pilot and RIO flight objectives into aircraft
flights within imposed constraints. Further guidelines
for sorting the objectives are listed below :
(a) Structure the first flight so that it contains

the absolute minimum number of objectives required
to have a flight.

(b) In subsequent flights add new tasks so that the
flights proceed from easier to more difficult.

(c) For each flight , group objectives so that there
are suff ic i ent object ives to warrant a fl ight
but not so many that each cannot be properly
evaluate d .

(d) Inc l ude new objectives in each flight.

(e) Structure flights so that when a new objective
is introduced , it is practiced and eva l uated
in that flight , in several other inrnediately
following flights , and then again at periodic
intervals as needed to maintain proficiency.

(f) Group objectives into flights so that the
prerequisite classroom and trainer periods for
each flight form a set of instructional blocks
which are reasonably unified in subject matter
and approximately equal in size.

The guidelines outlined in 1-5 above were closely followed in

-

• 

developing the flight syllabus. Based on problem analysis data,
supplemented by current figures on aircraft availability , it was

• determined that the number of flights in the ISD syllabus should
be in accord wi th the number of flights in the current syllabus .
Several squadron constra ints  were incorporated into the syllabus .

• These inc luded the following :
• 1. Completion of the familiarization and flight support

ground school and trainer instruction as specified
in the Training and Readiness Manual , plus open and
closed book exams, prior to the first flight.

2. Completion of carrier qualification ground school
and 50 flight hours prior to carrier qualification
fl ights.

3. Ten flight hours in the aircraft prior to the first
night flight .
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4. F i fteen hours i n the a i rcraft pr ior to f i r i ng the
first air-to-air missile.

5. Fifteen hours to include one night flight in the
aircraft prior to the first cross-country .

Objectives selected for flight lessons during media selection

were extracted from the media selection report. These objectives

were examined for comon logical grou pi ngs , based pr imari ly  upon
the hierarchy structure .

Due to training requirements and simulator constraints ,
strictly adhering to sorting guidelines (a)—(f) above was found
to be infeasible in many cases. For example, it was judged to be
training efficient to include most flight objectives for the air-
to-air phase in the first air-to-air flight. This was done because

the emp loymen t of di fferen t tact ics an d maneuvers is a funct ion
of relative aircraft positions and in practice primarily involves

decision processes based on the situation . Subsequent flights ,

then , involved the selection of the appropriate maneuvers and
tactics from those introduced in ground school and in the first (
air-to-air flight. Since most objectives were specified in the

first flight , the air- to—air portion of the syllabus was not
• integrated so that each flight was proceeded by ground school and

simulator lessons. Rather ground school lessons were grouped at

the beginning of the air-to-air phase followed by a mixing of

simulator and flight lessons .

Simulator constraints had a significant effect on formulating

the air-to-ground portion of the syllabus. Since the Weapons

system Trainer (WST) has no visual system, all air-to-ground
practice was specified for flights . As with air-to-air training ,
air-to-ground, ground school was placed before the flights . The
first air-to-ground flight contains most of the air-to-ground
objectives , wi th subsequent flights requiring decision processes
based on the tactical situation . The grouping of initial ground
school , followed by practice, is sound in terms of learning theory,

• 
(
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i.e., provide the student with the information required to select

among alterna tives , then place him in problem-solving situations
which require decisions based upon the information .

Despite the difficulties encountered in following the sorting

guidelines for certain portions of the syllabus , both the p i lot
and RIO syllabi were generally structured in accordance with the

guidel ines. Starting with the first flight which contains a

minimum number of basic objectives the flow proceeds from easier

to more difficult. Fl ights contain enough objectives to warrant
a flight, but not so many as to preclude effective performance
evaluation . Practice of objectives is spaced so that after initial
introduction objectives are practiced in ininediately succeeding

fl ights and per iodically thereafter . Cons istency in subject matter
content is maintained from prerequisite ground school , through
simulator lessons, to fl ights . This is the most fundamental
principle in the sequencing of instruction . The student should

first thoroughly know and understand the procedures required for

the performance of a task. This initial academic instruction

should be followed when feasible , by ground-based practice to
develop task skills. The task skills should then be practiced
and refined in the aircraft.

Following the development of the flight syllabus the
simulator exerci ses and ground school lessons were organized and
sequenced around the framework provided by the fl i ght syllabus.

• Guidelines provided in the specification for simulator exercises
were as follows:

1. Precede each aircraft flight with a crew coordination
trainer exercise during which all objectives to be
practiced during the fl ight are practiced and eva luated .

2. Identify new crew coordination simulator exercises
for those objectives which can be performed in a
tra iner  but not in f l i g h t , e.g., emergency procedures .
After initial practice intersperse these objectives
throughout the remaining trainer exercises.

0
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3. Sequence emergency r rocedures trainers prior to
the first flight.

4. Develop individua l position tra i ner exercises to
support each crew simulator exercise.

Guidel ines for organizing and sequencing ground school lessons
were as follows:

1. Use the objectives hierarchies to identify objectives
that are prerequisite to the first trai ner exercise.

2. Group objectives into a series of lessons following
cr i ter ia for good lesson struc ture , i.e., subject
matter content, sequencing within ~essons , and length .

3. Use the objectives hierarchies to i dentify objectives
which are prerequisites the other simulator and
aircraft exercises and group the objectives into
series of lessons.

Although the organization and sequencing of simulator lessons
and ground school lessons were specified as sequential steps , i t

was found that executing the two steps in pa rallel facilitated

overall syllabus development. This was true because in many cases,

for training efficiency , i t was deemed des i ra bl e for s imulator
lessons to be interspersed between ground school lessons rather

th*n between ground school and flight lessons. In other cases

ground school lessons directly preceded flight lessons or flight

lessons were grouped without intervening ground school or simulator

lessons. Deviations from the guidelines for organizing and sequencing

simulator and ground school lessons did not result in a departure

frçm the fundamental philosophy of syllabus organization stated

above, i.e., instruction in a task should proceed from academic
instruction to skills practice in a simulator to skills practice
in the aircraft.

The final step in syllabus development was to divide the
sequence of lessons into units . By definition a uni t  whi ch
contains a flight should end with that flight , thus the next
lesson is the first lesson of the next unit. In the pilot and
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RIO syllabi some units contain multiple flights . When no ground
school or simulator lessons were scheduled between multiple flights
and the same or similar skills were practiced in the successive flights ,
no divisions between units were specified . Unit boundaries should
be based more on subject matter content distinctions rather than
upon arbitrary divisions based on instructional media.

SME Training . Extensive SME training was not required for syllabus
• development. A one—day seminar was conducted to acquaint the SKE5

wi th the guidelines to be used and to formulate spec-ufic procedures
to be used in developing the pilot and RIO syllabi .

Problems and Solutions. Syllabus development was the most difficult
task carried out in this program . The fundamental problem was the
lack of agreement among SMEs on the optimal organization and

sequencing of objectives . Each SHE had a different perspective on
how the pilot and RIO syllabi should be structured . This led to
lengthy discussions which produced little progress. In order tO

facilitate the development process , the recently revised VMFAT-1O1
Training and Readiness (T and R) Manual was used to provide
guidance. The syllabus outlined in the T and R manua l basically
follows the rules of good syllabus structure. By usir.g it as a
gu ide , consensus among the SMEs was ach i eved , and syllabus develop-
ment proceeded. The SBOs from hierarchy and SBO development were

• organiz-~d and sequenced using the T and R syllabus as a general
guide.

An ant ic ipated problem of any ISO program is FRS acceptance

of the finished product. By staying wi thin the general framework
of the T and R syllabus , the probability of FRS rejection and/or
requirements for major modifications , at least at the syllabus
level of training course development, was reduced . This was a
des irable by-product of the approach adopted rather than a goal .

• 0
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The hierarchies and SBOs were mission oriented rather than
training oriented. As a consequence many objectives which the
SMEs considered essential for training were not included in the
hierarchies. The mos t s i g n i f i c a n t  subject matter area for which
SBOs were not contained in the hierarchies was systems information.
Although training courses developed using ISO techniques do not
generally include detailed Systems information , it is st i ll  essent ial
that certain background systems information , in addition to that
which can be gleaned from the mission-oriented SBOs, be taugh t.
Other objectives which were not included in the hierarchies , but
which are an important part of training , were aircraft maneuvers,
such as touch and go landings and timed turns. Objectives to cover

systems information and training maneuvers were included in lessons

~s the syl la bus was developed.
Throughou t syl la bus develo pmen t, objectives not contained in

the hierarchies were included in lessons. This is to be expected
since ISO is a highly iterative process , i.e., as the process

proceeds from task to task new insights are developed which improve
the end products of previous tasks. As the SBOs were structured

into lessons and the lessons were reviewed for completeness,
objectives were added to provide complete instruction in certain

topic areas. The addition of these supplemental objectives , plus
I

: the objectives for systems and training maneuvers , will enhance
the quality of the pilot and RIO training courses.

Since media selection preceded syllabus development, in the

ISO specif ication , it was implicit , although not directly stated ,
that media decisions should affect the grouping of objectives
iflto lessons . This was true for the flight and simulator portions
of the syllabus . The start point for these portions was a listing
of all objectives which required simulators and/or flights. The
organization of ground school lessons , however , was done on the

I b sls of subject matter content and hierarchy structures without

H 
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regard for selected media , i.e., the overriding cri terion for
good lesson structure is appropriateness and completeness of
content.

Most of the ground school lessons contained objectives for
which the same medium had been selected . Other lessons , howeve~’,
contained more than one medium across the objectives . When this
happened, each lesson was examined to determine which medium was
the most frequently selected for the objectives in that lesson.
Media selected for the remaining objectives in the lesson were
then examined to determine if one of the alternate media from -

the media selection model was the same as the predominant medium
in the lesson. In most cases , matches were found and the pre-
dominant med ium was selected for all objectives in the lesson.
In those instances in which no alternate medium matched , the
content of the obj ective was examined to determine whether or
not the objective should be repcsitioned in the syllabus . No
objectives were repositioned . For each case the content and
context requirements of the objective were judged to be more
important than media considerations.

Contract time allotted for syllabus development was only
four weeks. This was an unrealistically short period for the
amount of work required to structure pilot and RIO syllabi for
both the Navy and Marines and to identify differences between the
J and N aircraft models. In addition , SME support was less than
that needed for the task. As a result , 14 weeks were required
to complete syllabus development.

Although validation of the syllabus by the three FRSs at
which the training courses will be implemented was not contractually
required, it was anticipated that this could be accomplished with-

• in the scope and t ime constraints of the contract. Due to the
delay in completion , however , it was not feasible to perform a

Ce
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complete validation. Since lesson specification development

started inanediately after syllabus completion under another
contract, it was decided that validation could be carried out
concurrently with the early parts of lesson specification develop-
ment.

TRAINING SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS.

Overview. The fi nal task was to perform a Training Support Re-
quirements Analysis (TSRA). The purpose of the TSRA was to
est imate the costs of personnel , equipment , mater ials , an d serv ices
which will be required to further des ign , develop , implement , and

maintain the pilot and RIO training courses. This information will
be used for future planning and budgeting. The detailed analysis
is contained in the Training Support Requirements Report .

During the des ign phase lesson specifications will be produced.
Since this phase had been contracted prior to the development of - •

the TSRA , no cost estimates were made . Estimates for all other ,— -

future phases of the F-4 ISO program were provided using the pro-
cedures outlined in the following section .

Procedures . The development phase , which consists of the authoring
and production of course materials , is the single most expensive
ph4se of an ISO program . Two basic sources of information were
used in the calculation of development cost estimates : (1) syllabus
parameters on the number of lessons in each instructional medium
and (2) personnel , materials , and service costs required to produce
lessons in each medium. By merging these two sources of information,
total estima ted costs for production were determined .

Syllabus parameters were determined by totaling the number of
lessons in each medium. This data is shown in Table 5. Personnel ,
mater ia l , and service costs for the production of one lesson in
each medium were ass imilated using the format shown in Figure 10.
Appendix 0 contains development costs for each of the media selected
for use In the F-4 training course.

- - 
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4

INSTRUCTIONAL NO. OF
MEDIUM LESSONS

. Ground School

Slide Tape 77

Ran dom Access Slide 12 
—

- Work book 2

• Videotape 1

Mediated Interactive Lecture 3

- 
Simulator 89

Aircraft 293

I 
Figure 5. Each
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Sunuuarizing across categories wi thin media provided total costs

per medium. The total costs per medium were then sunined to give
a cost estima te for the production of one complete set of course

materials.

S ince it was understood that all reproduction of mater ials
woul d be done by the governme nt, no reproduction costs were
estimated . Estimates of the number of sets of consumable and

non-consumable materials were provided to assist the government
in estimating reproduction costs.

In addition to production costs, fac i l it ies requ i rements for
the production phase were estimated . Assuming production on-site
at MCAS , Yuma , it was determined that the facilities available in

the MCCTRG-1O ISD Department are sufficient to support the pro-
duct ion effort . S ince it was assume d tha t any company con tracted
for product ion woul d furn i sh its own equ ipment, equipment costs
for production were not estimated .

The pr imary cost of imp l emen tati on w i l l be the acqu is i t ion of
carrels and components required for the presentation of sl ide-tape
lessons. Determination of the number of carrels required at each
Fleet Readiness Squadron (FRS) and each operational and reserve

squadron that will use the training materials was based on the

number of lessons that will be presented via slide-tapes , the
length of the tra ining course , and the projected student flow
rate. The costs of fully equipped carrels were based upon current

GSA prices for standard equipment purchased by the Navy and in-

cluded a factor to allow for inflation during the interval before 
- 

-

the equ ipment is purchase d . 
- 

-

• Facilities requi red to house the learning centers and to • 
-

provide space for materials storage, lectures , and brief ings were
estimated . The results of a preliminary survey of the three FRSs

indicated that spaces are available to satisfy the requirements of

the new training courses; however, some modifications will be
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required in setting up the learning centers . These include In-

stallation of carpeting , supplementa l electrical power, and in-
stallat ion of shelves for materials ’ storage . Due to the lar ge
number of potential users of the training materials in the active

and reserve coniiiunities , it was not feasible to survey available
facil ities at the numerous l ocations. Since space requirements

will be minima l , it is conjectured that adequate facilities are

available at most locations.

FRS instructor requir ements for imp l emen tation were estimated .
This estimate was based on the projected student flow rate through

the tra i n ing courses , the number of students that will be in

training at any one time as derived from a schedule of overlapping
classes , and the number and projected utilization of media that
require instructors. Included in the estimate was a factor to

account for leave, TAD , etc.
The final step in the TSRA was to estimate resource require-

ments for five-year maintenance and evaluation of the training
courses . Rev i sion , ma i n tenance , and quality control activities
will be most extensive during the first year of the five-year period .
Total requirements for the first year were deterniined by iiiul tip lyin g

the personnel , materia ls, and services directly tied to initial

courseware development and production by .35. Annual requirements
for the next four years were determi ned by applying a factor of

.20 .
The TSRA results indicated a costly development , implementation ,

and maintenance program for the F-4 pilot and RIO courses. Total

estimated costs for each phase were as follows :

Development $ 603,047
Implementation 118,266 —

- • 

Five-year evaluation
and ma intenance

Year 1 211 ,066
Years 2-5 482 ,436

Grand Total $1,414.815
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The Training Support Requirements Report contained infor-
nat ion sufficient to make cost trade-offs among the ground school
media. Costs for each medium could be compared to determine
relative costs. When used in conjunction wi th a graphical flow
chart of the syllabus , which was part of the TSRA , the costs could
be related to specific lessons , and potential sources of savings
could be identified.

SME Training. Since the TSRA was a contractor task , no formal
training was conducted . A two-hour seminar was held to acquaint
the SMEs wi th  the contents, purposes , and applications of the TSRA.

Problems and Solut ions. Formulation of the TSRA went smoothly with
no major problems . Several small problems, however, develo ped
during the course of the analysis. These will be discussed below.

Three produc ti on compan ies were surveyed to collect the data
required to complete Figure 10. Among the companies there was a

lacl~ of consistency in interpretation of the roles and relative
efforts of the different labor categories. This was particularly

true for graphics specialist and paste-up artist. One company
defined a paste-up artist as one who could also do simple illus-

trations , with the graphics specialist required for complex illus-

trations. Another company , however , assigned all illustrations to
the graphics specialist , with the paste-up artist serving a
supporting role for paste-up work only. In addition to discrepancies
in personne l roles and respons ibi li t ies , companies differed in hourly
wage rates. This is due to different base rates across companies,
as well  as , different overhead rates.

The values which were entered in the cells in Figure 10 and
the wage rates used as multipliers for the personnel hours are
averages across the three production companies. The estimates of

materials development and revision costs are, therefore , considered
to b~ representative of costs across the Industry. Estimates from
any gIven company would be expected to differ somewhat from those

( 

‘

~
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in the TSRA. Overal l , however, there was considerable agreement
among companies , so that individual estimates should not differ
radically across good production companies .

During the formative stages of setting up a learning center ,
NAVTRAE QUIPCEN media specialists perform a thorough analysis of
fac i l i t ies requ i rements . Inc luded is the amount of space, as well

as , the characteristics of the space. It was anticipated that such

a preliminary analysis could he performed by Allen Corporation at

the three FRSs an d at several of the other user squadrons. Th i s
was not feasible since the squadrons could not precisely identify

the facilities which will be used to house the audio-visua l and
supporting facilities. Instead , general guidelines were provided .

These guidelines were based on requirements of the pilot and RIO

courses and good learn ing center des ign, considered in terms of
general characteristics of the types of facilities available at

the different squadrons . A more thorough analysis will be required
during the early portions of the development phase of the F-4
ISO program.

Based on information available after syllabus development,

the TSRA is an accura te estimate of future resource requirements .
The total estimates con tai ned therein , however, may be subject to
considerable update as a result of syllabus changes identified

• during lesson specification development. As discussed above , ISD
• is an iterative process wi th subsequent insights affecting the

end-products of previous tasks. It is anticipated that future
changes wi ll Increase the size of the development effort rather
than reduce It. T he totals may change , however , the costs per
lesson will not change . If there are resource constraints for
development , the number of lessons contracted should be based on
a v a i l a b l e or anticipated resources, with left-over lessons , if any,
being taught in the same medium as in the current F-4 training

F
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programs . The selection of lessons to be mediated should be
based on the general characteristics of lesson content, such as
update requirements, need for visuals , etc. The content of all
lessons , however , should be as specified during the ISD program.

TRAINING PROGRAM SUt~4ARY .

The structure of the proposed training courses is embodied
in the pilot and RIO syllabi . The syllabi , rather than being
“concrete” products , constitute a working document which will be
revised during subsequent phases of the ISD program. Due to the
overlap of this contract wi th a subsequent contract for the
development of lesson specifications , syllabus revisions are
occurring during the performance period for this contract. Based
on a preliminary evaluation of the revisions being Ircorporated
by the SMEs , it is not feasible to discuss in detail syllabus
parameters such as length, number of lessons per medium , etc.
Rath er, an overview in terms of media types , instructional
strategies, and utilization of trainers and the aircraft will

be provided.

The candidate media were specified in the media selection

model ; thus the syllabus contains only those media. They are

medj
~ted interactive lecture, workbook, slide-tape , videotape,

simulator , and aircraft .
The guidel ines for syllabus development indicated that the

number of fl ights should be maximized consistent wi th aircraft
avai lability and projected student flow rate . The ISO syllabus
contains essentially the same number of flights as the current
syllabus . It is anticipated that this will not change during
revisions in subsequent phases of the program.

The primary innovation in the proposed syllabus is the in-
dividual- izat ion of instruction as opposed to the current

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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“lock step ” , classroom orientation . The system is individualized
in the sense that most ground school lessons are presented in
either a sl ide-tape carrel or in a workbook with a test at the
end of each lesson . Students can proceed at their own pace
within lessons. Across lessons it is anticipated that self-pacing
will be feasible within the constraints of equipment availability

— 
. and prerequisite requirements .

Self-pacing combined with the more efficient presentation of
information in the individualized media should in theory yield a
training program whose duration is less than that of non-mediated,
paced programs . Due to external constraints such as aircraft and
trainer availability and additional duties required of students ,
current projections are that this will not be the case for the
new F-4 pilot and RIO courses . Typical completion time for the
Marine 60 percent portion and the Navy 80 percent portion should
be about six months. Since the remaining 40 percent and 20 percent
respectively are taught at operational squadrons where training is

interspersed with normal operations , no estimate of duration for

these port ions can be made.
• The training courses outlined in the pilot and RIO syllabi

adhere to the principles of good syllabus structure. That is ,

lessons are sequenced so as to optimize student learning and

retention by integrating ground school instruction with “hands—on ”

practice in the trainers and the aircraft . Within lessons segments
are organized to enhance instructional flow within content areas.

It is antic ipated that, when implemented , the pilot and RIO courses
wi ll  produce better qual if ied , more-standardized F-4 aircrewmen .
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SECTION IV -
•

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

• Results In terms of the structure of the pilot and RIO
syllabi were presented in the previous section . In this seCtion ,

results and conclusions relevant to the ISD model used in the

program and to ISO in general will be presented under five different

headings:

° ISO Methods
ISD Implementation

0 ISD Resources —

0 Documentation Adjustments
~ Speculative Observations

-- C )
ISD METHODS

The ISO model used in  this program is the most prescriptive
model available in terms of the specification of discrete tasks
required to produce an ISO-based training program. Within the

tasks many of the procedures contain precisely delineated steps .
The goal of “mechanizing” ISO into a straight-forward set of pro-
cedures which can be executed by “turning the crank” , has been
pursued by training technologists for many years . In the 6.2
model this goal has been, at least , partially achieved .

Since the procedures detailed in the model are highly structured
relative to other approaches in which broad guidelines rather than
detailed procedures are provided , it is easy for a training tech-
nologist fi rst applying the model to implement the procedures
without considering the intangible , judgment factors which are
integral components of ISD. This is not a criticism of the goal

0
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of proceduralizing ISO. Rather , it is a caution against taking
the procedures at face value without considering the rationale
behind the steps. In studying the procedures in light of general • 

-

principles of learning and real world constraints , insights will

be gained which assist in integrating the intangible factors into
training program development. Also , additional general procedures

and others which are particularly relevant to the system under

study will be derived .

In the following paragraphs, conclusions and reconinendations

pertaining to each major task carried out in the F-4 ISO program

will be discussed. Some of the points were considered in Section

II , Implementation , while others are presented for the first time
in this section.

OBJECTIVES HIERARC HIES AND SBOs . The task of developing objectives
hierarchies and SBO5 went smoothly. The SME5 understood the tech-
niques and implemented them we ll. One deficiency in the procedures r
outlined in the model became evident during the development process.
This was the lack of clearly defined guidelines for determining
the level in the hierarchies above which detail was not sufficient
and below which additiona l detail was trivial . The source of the
deficiency in the specification was the failure to relate objectives
to the way in which they will be used during subsequent ISO tasks ,
i.e. , as segments of instruction. In order to remedy the deficiency
it is reconinended that a description of how obj ectives wil l be
converted into segments of instruction be included in  the ins t ruc t ions

for hierarchy and SIlO development. As part of this description ,
guidel ines should be provided which define the scope of a segment

of instruction, e.g., two to five minutes of ground school in-

struction for which four to eight supporting visuals will be

required ; for mani pulative tasks, an action which can be evaluated
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and would be expec ted to be practiced from two to five minutes
during a simulato r or flight lesson . By providing such guidelines
the level of detail in the hierarchies will be more uniform.
More importantly, however , this consistency will contribute to
more efficient syllabus organization and to less rev i s ion dur ing
the development of lesson specifications .

The examples presented above are not intended to be specific
guidel ines . They are based on l imited experience gained during

the early stages of lesson specification development. Oats from
this and other programs should be gathered and analyzed to deter-
mine appropriate parameters which define a typical segment of
instruction.

The conditions and standards portions of each objective
serve no function during hierarchy development. They may serve
some func tion dur ing medi a select ion , g iven a select ion model
into which they are incorporated . At this point in ISO model

formulat ion , it i s not clear how they woul d be used for med ia
selection. Certainly the model specified for the F-4 ISO program
did not utilize conditions and standards.

To formulate conditions and standards well is time consuming

for the SME5 and detracts from the prima ry task of identifying

and structuring training objectives. Even well-thought out con-
ditions and standards are not optimal at the hierarchy stage of

training system development. Such conditions and standards can

be specified only after media have been selected and testing
philosophies have been established . In the present ISD model -

~ -

media selection follows hierarchy development, with the formulation
of testing philosophies taking place during lesson specification
development. It is reconinended that the requirements for

conditions and standards during SBO development be el iminated .
This will allow hierarchy development to proceed more quickly and

—
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will allow the SME5 to concentrate on their expertise , knowledge
of the aircraft. Detailed conditions and standards would continue

to be formulated as part of lesson specifications as outlined in

the ISO model.
A primary deficiency in the F-4 hierarchies is the lack of

objectives which cover systems information and training-only objectives.
This resulted from the mission orientation of the task listing . . 

~

-

When the task listing was expanded into hierarchies and SBOs, the
mission orientation was maintained . Some systems information ,
particulary emergencies, is contained in the hierarchies; however,
the amount and detail of the information is significantly less

than that which is acceptable to the F-4 training coninunity . To
remedy this situation systems objectives were added during syllabus
development. Efforts were made to insure that the supplemental
objectives were relevant to mission performance and were not

tangential from an ISO point of view , but were sufficiently de-
tailed to satisfy the training coninunity .

Training objectives were also added during syllabus development.

These were primarily performance objectives which are required in
the training environment but which would not be reflected in

mission-oriented SIlOs. Examples of these objectives are touch 
•

and go landings and timed turns .

It is reconmiended that systems and training-only objectives be
identified during the development of hierarchies and SBOs . Most
of these objectives can be incorporated into the hierarchies as

prerequisites to objectives identified as mission objectives.
Others may not clearly relate to the mission objectives and will , •

therefore, constitute a second category of objectives. The 
. -

fundamental concern is that the identification and structuring of
objectives be as complete and accurate as possible , at as early
a stage in the ISO process as possible.
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MEDIA SELECTION . The media selection model specified for use in
the F-4 ISO program is not required in the most recent specifi-
cation of training requirements for aviation weapons systems,
MIL-T-29053. Rather, the contractor is given the latitude to
select a model within certain constraints , subject to contract
technical monitor approval. The current model is presented as
one alternative which satisfies the specified constraints. This
latitude afforded future ISO contractors provides an indication
that NAVTRAEQU IPCEN ISO personnel view media selection as a part
of the ISD model which needs improvement.

This contractor has not formulated a media selection mOdel -

which is any more prescriptive than the F-4 model or the numerous
other models described in the literature. There are, however,
several reconinendations which will improve the model used ifl the
F-4 program. More precise definitions of the questions and
responses need to be included in the description of how to use
the model . These definitions should be accompanied by a number
of worked examples which span the range of types of objectives
which will be traced through the media map. -

The number of candidate media identified in the model should
be broadened to reflect other feasible devices which are available.
Since some media are similar in terms of instructional capabilities ,
these can be grouped into media classes with further differentiation
based on cost and dependability .

If the F-4 media model is used in future programs, it is
reconinended that delivery of multiple copies of a completed media
map for each objective not be required . Since media selection is
altered somewhat during syllabus development and since the size
of deliverable volumes is prohibitive , media selection should be
considered an interim step not requiring a formal deliverable
end-product. Media decisions wil l be suninarized after the s~,llabus
has been developed.
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Finally, media selection should be a part of syllabus
development rather than a preceding step. Performance objectives
need to be identified so that simulator and flight lessons can
be organized. Ground school media, however , need not be selected
until after the ground school lessons have been organized. These
lessons should be structured on the basis of subject matter content,
not on the basis of media selected for each objective. This pro-
cedure will eliminate the duplication of effort in which media are
selected for each objective but some of which are changed as a
result of syllabus organization .

SYLLALIUS. The guidel ines for syllabus development provided in the
specification are good. They are idealized and cannot always be
strictly followed due to external constraints, such as training
polic ies and simulator capabilities . They are, however , quite
workable wi thin the unique constraints of different training situations.

• Several reconinendations have resulted from use of the syllabus
development procedures in the F-4 ISD program. The specification (~j
that ~he syllabus should contain the maximum feasible number of I 

-

flights is not in accord wi th traditional ISD philosophy . In
most cases the maximum feasible number of flights will be the
number in the existing syllabus. One goal of ISD is to decrease
flight t ime while increasing the quality of training provided .
The number of flights should be based upon the number of objectives
which require fl ight instruction and practice, and the amount of
practice required to master the objectives. Admittedly, this
guideline is not stated in operational terms such as the existing
guidelines. It is , however, more realistic and consistent with
the goals of ISO .

The specification states that flights should proceed from
“easier to more difficult” by adding new objectives to each flight.

(_ )
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Taken literally this statement can be misleading . As new objecti ves
are added, flights become more complex , but not necessari ly more
difficult. Students may have mastered earlier objectives so that
the addition of new objectives does not increase difficulty . It
is reconinended that “easier to more difficult” be changed to

• “simpler to more complex.” In addition , it should be recbgnized
that within the total syllabus , a flight to flight increa~e in
complexity may not occur , even though the general flow is from
simpler to more complex . For example , in the F-4 pilot sj’llabus,
air-to-air training precedes air-to-ground training. The final
flight in the air-to-air portion of the syllabus is “more complex”
than the first fl ight in the air-to—ground portion .

One of the syllabus guidelines states that a flight lesson
shall be the last lesson in a unit which contains a flight and
that the next lesson is by definition the firs t lesson in the
next unit. This is often the case. In other instances, however,
it is more logical for units to contain multiple flights If the
objectives to be practiced in the flights are essentially the same
and if there is no ground school or simulator instruction separating
the flights. If subject matter content is uniform , including
multiple flights in the same unit when there is intervening ground—
based instruction should also be allowed . This will enhaflce —

continuity wi thin units and provide more flexibility to structure
units of approximately equa l size.

The problem in syllabus development encountered in this pro-
gram (See Section II , Implementation) did not result from a basic

I: deficiency in the specification being followed . The process of
developing a syllabus requires a large judgment component wi thin
the specified development guidelines . Judgment varies across
individuals , thus, the SMEs had difficulty agreeing on the best
way to structure the syllabus . This is to be e*~ected in any

H ISO program, particularly in one for a system which has been in the H
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inventory for a number of years.

TRAINING SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS. The format provided in the
specification for collecting production personnel and cost data
was very useful . The personnel , materials , and services categories
were Inclusive for the media specified in the media selection model .
Other costs, however, were not specified in sufficient detail or
were not mentioned at all. Also , the funding sources for the
different costs need to be identified . This enables contracting
personnel to differentiate between costs which will come from ISO I 

-

resources and those which will come from other resources.
Equipment categories should be more precisely identified .

This will assist in more accurate and complete costing and will
allow for distinctions between government-furnished and contractor-
furnished equipment. For example, categories of equipment required
during production include materials production gear, reproduction ,
and typewriters and composers. Similarly, a breakdown of
facilities in terms of intended use is desirable.

In the specification , no cost category is included for the
formulation and production of imp lementation and quality control
plans anu an instructor training course. These are important
parts of the production phase and should be included in the pro-
duction cost estimates . Also , costs incurred by the contracting
agency should be inc l uded.

Revision estimates for the firs t year after implementation are
determined by applying a factor of .35 to materials production costs.
A factor of .20 is used for each of the other out years. The
limi ted data from other ISD programs suggests that a more accurate
factor may be .20 for the first year and some lesser factor for
subsequent years. More data needs to be collected to determine
the appropriate factors to be used in revision cost estimates.

I )
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ISO IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation of the ISO model was successful and occdrred

as planned wi th only minor deviations as discussed in other sections - 
-

of this report. There are, however, three general issues cdflcerning
the manner in which ISO is implemented . The first issue , cOntractor
versus military SMEs , did not arise during this program. The last
two issues , the quantity and quality of military SME support and
end product acceptance by the training comunity were issues raised
in this program. All three issues will be discussed below .

SOURCE OF SMEs. Other ISO programs have used contractor SMEs -

exclusively, military SMEs. exclusively, or combinations of both.
Arguments for the two extremes essentially boil down to quantity
and quality of work produced versus latest system knowledge and
program acceptance. The limi ted data available indicate that
contractor SMEs can be expected to produce more and better ~nd
products than military SMEs in a given time period . On the Other
hand , military SMEs are more likely to be versed in current system
operating procedures and tactics. In addition , training programs
produced by military SMEs are more likely to be accepted thah
those produced by contractor SMEs , i.e., if the producer and user
are one in the same, there is a higher probability of acceptonce.

The selection of an option cannot be based solely on a trade-
off of the above factors. Also to be considered are qualifications
of military SMEs who will be assigned , the level of cosw~itment
once assigned , and the ISO phase to which they will be assigned.
The former two considerations will be discussed in the following
section on the structuring of a team of military SME5.

The effect of ISD phases is a function of the different H

types of input requi red during the different phases. The basic
structure and subject matter of the training program is determined
during the analysis and design phases . In order to insure that

V
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the outputs of these phases are technically correct and are

acceptable to the training coninunity , i t is important that
mil itary SMEs be assigned . They may be supplemented by con-

tractor SMEs to improve productivity , but must be heavily in-

volve d .
During development of training materials a heavier emphasis

may be placed on the use of contractor SMEs/authors , who are
well-schooled in production procedures. The contractor SMEs

will refine the products of the earlier phases but will make

no substantive changes without input from military SMEs. By

recognizing this division the capabilities of the different

personnel will be more effectively utilized .

ASSIGNMENT OF SMEs. It is desirable for SME5 assigned to ISD
programs to be instructors in a training squadron or to have had
recent instructor experience. These personnel can provide

greater knowledge of squadron training policies and general training

techniques than can those without instructor experience. In
addit ion , their close association with the training coniriunity

enhances the probability of squadron acceptance.

A recurring problem in ISO programs is the failure to assign

enough SMEs or to assign SMEs whose other duties significantly

detract from their contribution to the ISD program . Ideally, an
ISO department should be formed within the training squadron .
SMEs should be assigned full time to the program with other duties

reduced to an absolute minimum. Assignment to ISO should be on

a long term bas is to ma inta i n stab il i ty an d cont inui t y within  the
ISO team. This would reduce turnover and the resultant in-
,f f t c i ~~ ncies which have caused problems in previous ISO programs .

.

~~~~~ ISO department must have a strong leader who is

~~~~~~~~~~~ 
‘~~. to the ISO requirements and who is willing to work

,s.I v ‘tN r~ contractor. Since ISO is relatively new and is
-
~~ ‘Pie m,nnstream of training activity , there is a

L~~~~~
_
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tendency for l ooseness i n the ISO team . Th is leads to wOrk in-
eff icienc ies , lack of interest , and waste of time.

A related probl em is the status accorded ISO and the SMEs
involve d in an ISO program. In general , ISO assignments are not
considered career-enhancing and are not given as rewards for a

good record of military performance or good performance In the

weapons sytem. Such a situation can lead to morale problems and
low productivity .

A suninary of considerations to be implemented in th~ formation
of military SMEs into an ISO team, the structuring of the team, and —

the status of the team is as follows :

Make the ISD team an integral part of the training
department rather than a separate entity .

0 Ass ig n SMEs who are current instruc tors i n the
training squadron.

Make SME ass ignments on the bas is of mer i t with
the clear understanding that participation in the
ISD program is a promotion which will allow those
assigned to have a large impact on the future of
the weapons system training program.

0 Select a team leader who is responsive to ISO re-
quirements and who will provide strong direction
to the ISO team while working closely with con-
tractor spec ial ists . -

~ Assign SME s fu l l  time w ith ex tra du ties kept to a
m inimum.

0 Select SMEs who are expected to remain at the duty
station for the duration of the ISD program .

0 Assign a full complement of SMEs based on require-
ments from previous similar ISD programs and
manpower projections for the current program.

Relative to other ISO programs , overall SME support for the
F-4 program was good . The ISO department was created and staffed

with four Marine SMEs prior to contract award. Initial selection

and organization of SMEs was, therefore, not required . Despite

0 
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the advantage of early organization there were some problems with
SME support. These problems were as follows :

1.. There was insufficient participation by Navy SMEs.

Navy SMEs from VF-121, NAS , Miramar, were assigned on
an intermittent basis with no SME participating more
than 45 days . Th is situa tion caused a lack of con-
tinuity in Navy input and complicated the process of . 

I -

identifying Navy/Marine differences.

2. Marine SMEs were assigned other duties , such as fl ights
and simulator lessons . Th is sign i f icantl y reduced the
amount of time devoted to ISO work.

3. In addition to time lost due to other duties , there
were ineff ic ienc ies caused by a lack of mot i va tion .
Usually this was a transient problem . Ouring syllabus

development , however , th is became a s ign i f ican t prob lem
which ultimately caused the program to fall behind

schedule. 
~~

-

4. The ISO depar tment was not part of the FRS . Althou gh
this organizationa l structure did not significantly
hamper the program , it did effect coninunication between

the SMEs and FRS training personnel , i.e., members of
the training squadron did not as freely interact with
the SMEs as was desired. It appeared that the ISO

SMEs were considered “outsiders” by the instructors .
5. The number of SMEs assigned (4) was less than that

specified in the F-4 master plan (6 Marine, 2 Navy).
Although the four SMEs assigned , supplemented by Navy
SME s as d iscussed above , generally performed well,
additional SMEs would have improved program progress
and qual i ty. -

ISO PROGRAM ACCEPTANCE. The third major issue to be discussed is
the readiness of the Navy training coninunities to accept training

n -
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programs produced through the use of ISO. This issue has two
facets : (1) the reluctance to change the way “it has always been

• done.” This is particularly true for a weapons syteni, such as the

F-4 , which has been in the inventory for many years and for which
training doctrine has been precisely defined ; (2) the tendency
for the ISO program to degrade over time with a return to earlier I I
training techniques .

To help insure that ISD training programs will be accepted
and implemented as developed , the ISO procedures must be carried
out within the framework of existing training pol icy, i.e., working
through the ISO procedures per se, does not insure viability
of the end product. It must be remembered that the inertia of any
well-established system works against changes. Change must ,
therefore, be closely worked out with those who perpetuate the
inertia. In the case of an aircrew training system, curretit
training personnel , as well as policies from higher authority
are the primary sources of inertia.

In applying ISO technology to an existing weapons sytem, ISO
specialists must work closely wi th training personnel . In doing
so, the development process becomes one of “give and take. ” Some
aspects of the emerging training program , which are formulated 

• 
-:

using ISO procedures, will be unacceptable to the training coninunity
or will counter existing rigid policies . These aspects must be
modified to achieve acceptance. On the other hand , existing - -

training procedures may be better than or enhance training pro-
cedures resulting from an ISO analysis. In this case, the outputs
of the ISD analysis will be upgraded . Al though intangible and
not definable In concrete procedural steps, this high degree of
interaction during training program development is a primary
key to ultimate success.

C
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Once an ISO program has been implemented , the ISO effort
has not ended . On the contrary, a new phase of ISO has begun.
During the remainder of the life cycle of the weapons system,
the ISO-based training program must be changed and updated as
the we~pons system changes and as data -on the effectiveness of
the tr4ining program is accumulated. To do this a nucleus of
trainiqg personnel schooled in ISO procedures and knowledge in
the tr~ining program must be maintained . In addition , resources
must b~ provided to produce and implement changes as they are
identified . Without a continued emphasis on ISO, even the best-
formul~ted training program will fall into disarray.

As ISD procedures continue to be refined , a mechanism is
being formulated to cope with the acceptance issue. This in-
volves structuring [SD programs so that al t relevant parties are
included from program inception through implementation and main-
tenance. Relevant parties range from CNO down through the user
squadrons and include high level coninanders, government educational
specialists , facilities and equipment specialists , contracting
agencies, contractors, FRS instructors , and procurement personnel .
This structure will provide coninand emphasis to ISD programs
and will assist in coordinating the activities of the many agencies
involved .

General acceptance of ISO will be a gradual process. The
organijational concept discussed above will facilitate the process.
The biggest boost for ISO , however, will be a history of successful
programs.

ISD RESOURCES

The main resource used in this project was labor. Labor
expended by category and task is suninarized in Section V . Resource
Utlliz~tion. These manhour figures are accurate as will be

0 
--
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• discussed below , however, the figures for some of the tasks do
not provide good guidelines for future planning purposes.

Since the development of objectives hierarchies and SBOs -

began prior to contract award , manhour expenditures for this
task do not indicate the labor required to perform the entire j

task. Records maintained by the previous contractor for the
initial portion of objectives hierarchy and SBO development were

• incomplete and were not included .
About 50 percent of the hierarchies were developed under Allen

Corporation direction . Existing hierarchies were reviewed by
the SMEs and Allen personnel and in many cases were revised. It
is estimated that the total SME time required to learn the pro-
cedures and to produce the hierarchies and SBOs was 600 manhours. 

-

An additional 100-200 professional manhours was expended b~’ the
previous contractor in the early stages of hierarchy develOpment.

Manhours required for media selection are good estimates for 3,
future planning , given use of the same selection model . The
revised 6.2 Specification allows latitude in the choice of a media
selection model . In future ISO programs , therefore, other models
may be used which require more or less effort than the one used
in this program.

SME support was lacking during syllabus development. This
caused more calendar t ime than anticipated to be spent on this
task. The increased calendar time led to the expenditures of
more contractor professional manhours than would have been re-
quired if SME support had been ample.

In a previous section , several suggestions for streamlining
the model were presented. In doing so, certain efficiencies would
be gained in implementing ISD; however, it is difficult to
estimate the amount which wou1d be gained . The labor expendi-
tures for the four primary contract tasks , plus project administration

t -
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and reporting , are considered to be about the minimum for an ISD
program of this size. It is projected that the increased
efficiency resulting from streamlining the model would increase
the quality-of the products rather than significantly reduce
manpower requirements.

Another significant resource was that required to prepare
and duplicate the many deliverable end—products specified in the
contract. Clearly, monthly progress reports and the final report
draft and final versions are necessary to enable the contract
technical monitor to track progress and to get an overview of
project activities . It is reconinended that requirements for the
submittal of the other major end products (Hierarchy Report,
Media Report, Syllabus Report, and TSRA) be modified in future
contracts. These reconinendations are as follows:

1. Delete the Media Report and provide a suninary of- media
selections in the Syllabus Report.

2. Require fina l versions only rather than draft and final
versions of each of the four documents .

3. If the Phase I contract includes lesson specifications ,
make the Syllabus Report a working document subject
to review by the contract technical monitor with the
syllabus included in the Lesson Specification Report.
This will eliminate the need for Syllabus Update
Reports during lesson specification development.
Since the present contract did not include lesson
specifications , this reconunendation is not pertinent
to F-4 ISD. In other ISO programs, however, Phase
I has included lesson specifications .

The net result of these reconunendations for Phase I activities
Is that one version of the Hierarchy Report, Syllabus Report, and
TSRA will be required. The Hierarchy Report contains the data
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base for the remainder of training program development and should
be submi tted for review, as well as being provided in multiple
working copies for use in subsequent phases of the program. The
Syllabus Report and TSRA are the final products prior to lesson
specifications . If Phase I terminates with these products~ rather
than continuing through lesson specifications , both are rec~uired
as wrap—ups to Phase I activities .

DOCUMENTATION ADJUSTMENTS

In the discussion of ISO Methods in this section reconbnendations
for changes to the ISD specification were presented. These
reconinendations are sumarized below:

1. In the discussion of procedures used in hierarchy
development provide better guidelines for determining — -

how deep a hierarchy should be. It is suggested that
in addition to the current guidelines the lowest
appropriate level in a hierarchy be defined in teflns
of the amount of instruction required to teach a base
level objective in ground school .

2. Delete conditions and standards as requirements for SBOs.
3. Augment instructions for hierarchies and SBOs so that

when developed the hierarchies and SBOs contain systems
and training-specific objectives, as well as , mission
objectives. The systems and training-specific objectives
can be included within the framework of the mission
objectives without altering the mission orientation .

4. Incorporate media selection into syllabus developsnent
and select media by lesson rather than by objective.
This would eliminate the need for a separate media
report and may require reformulation of the selection
model .

• Ci
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5. Restate syllabus guidel i nes as follows:
a. Base the num ber of flights on the number of flight

objectives and amount of practice required for
each rather than speci fically specifying the
maximum feasible number of flights .

b. Sequence flights from “simple to more complex”
rather than from “easier to more difficult .”

c. Structure units on the basis of content rather
than specifying that a flight is the last lesson
of any unit that contains a flight. This will
allow multiple flights containing the same or very
similar objectives to be inc l uded in the same unit. . 

- -

6. Expand the guidelines for the TSRA as follows :
a. Identify the government funding sources for different

costs. This will help contracting personnel determine
which costs will come from ISO funds and which will
come from other sources.

b. Further define equipment and facilities categories
in detail comparable to that provided for materials
production .

c. Include costs for technical work and documentation
required under the 6.2 specification , such as ~

- -

implementation and quality control plans and an
instructor training course.

d. Consider revising the multiplication factors used
to estimate revision costs.

e. Break revision costs down so that costs for evalu-
ation and revision specifications are distinct
from costs for materials production during revision .

f. Sum manhour requirements to derive the number of
personnel required in each labor category.

7. Increase the detail in the DIO for the final report, so that
the general scope of each section is well-defined . Currently, many
of the section headings do not clearly indicate the general content
areas expected to be covered. Another approach is to make the DID
more general, thus allowing contractors greater flexibility in
formulating the report.
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SPECULATIVE OBSERVATIONS

A great deal was accomplished during the first phase of the
F-4 ISO program. A detailed , prescripti ve ISO model was studied ,
interpreted, and implemented by a contractor not involved ih the
formulation of the model . Al though certain deficiencies were
identified as a result of experience during implementation , the
model essentially stood on its own and provided definitive
guidance through the sequence of ISD tasks. The viability Of
the model was not challenged . Reconinendations for upgradin9 the
model , as well as, more general ISO considerations were presented
in previous sections. Several additional points will be di~cussed
below.

A large data base was collected and manipulated in this pro-
gram. At times there were information management problems due
to the size of the data base. A possible solution to this p roblem
is the use of a computerized system which contains algorithms for
production of the data base (i.e., guides SMEs through hierarchy
and SBO development) and for manipulation of the data base (e.g.,
assists in organizing and sequencing objectives into a syllabus).
It is understood that computer routines for this purpose have
been or are currently being developed . The applicati on of these
routines to aircrew ISD programs should be studied .

In this report and reports on other ISO programs, considerable
• - 

discussion has been devoted to the quality , source, and number of
SME5 participating in ISO programs. Very little discussion ,
however, has been devoted to the composition of the contractor ISO
team. Particularly relevant are the qualifications of the
professional personnel who work closely with the SMEs in producing
the various ISO end-products .

The guidelines provided by NAVTRAEQUIPCEN for the selection
of personnel emphasize educational and training application .
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Clearly these are important criteria , particularly for the program
manager. To supplement the more theoretical training personnel an
invaluable asset to the contractor team is a person(s) knowledge-

able In mi litary training doctrine and in the weapons system under

study or a similar system (i.e., a retired or discharged SME). This
type gf person is able to relate to the military SMEs and to solicit
input from the SMEs that otherwise may be overlooked . The ability

of contractor personnel to rela te to m i l i tary personnel is an in-
tangible . yet very important , componen t of a success ful impl emen-
tation of ISO procedur’s. In cidditi orm , he is able to review subject
umia tter content for completeness and accuracy , thus complimenting

other reviews for adherence to ISO specifications .

One fina l broad consideration is the readiness of the Navy

train ing comunities to accept ISD-based training programs. At the

present they are not ready to accept ISO in its purest form. The
question then arises whether ISD needs to change or the training

coninunjties need to change. The answer is that both need to adjust ,

ISO to military doctrine which has evolved over time and much of

which is sound , and the training coninunities to the benefits
inherent in a thorough , systemati c tra i n ing anal ys is. Curren t

training can and is being improved through the application of ISO,
but on’y to the degree that ISO is responsive to the needs of the
training comunities. Increased acceptance of ISO will come as
in-seryice ISO capabilities are developed and as the structure
for administra tion and control of ISD programs is refined .
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SECTION V

RESOURCE UTILIZATION -

This section presents an account of the resources used during

the F-4J/N ISD program. There are separate categories for ~,ersonnel ,

time, and facilities and equipment. The purpose fcr collecting

and sumarizing resource data is to expand upon like data collected
• by NAVTR AEQU IPCEN from other ISO programs . Th is data can be used

to establish a reliable basis for planning in future ISO applications .
More specifically, the data conta i ned herein provides resource
requirements for imp l ementat i on of the 6.2 ISD model . Since this
model i s the one currently bei ng ref ined as a standard for future
Navy IS O programs , resource requirements from the F-4 program are
particularly relevant for future planning .

PERSONNEL

Principal on-site technical contributors to the F-4 ISO program

were an Instructional Psycholog ist (IP), who provided inst v4uction

and guidance in ISD techniques , a Production Manager (PM), who co-
ordinated ISO and administrative activities , and Subject Matter
Experts (SMEs). Four SMEs were initially assigned to the program.

The number of SMEs actually working on the prograuui varied throughout,

ranging from three to six. The number of manhours expended for each

personnel category by ISO step is shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6. MANHOURS EXPENDED BY ON-SITE
ISO TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

ISO STEP IP PM StiEs

Hierarchies and SBOs 124 250 200

Media Selection 115 85 42

Sylla bus 385 300 401 —

TrainIng Support 75 15 0

O 
Requ i rements Ana lys i s 

- -

TOTAL 699 650 641

-
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The data presented in Table 6 reflect actual time spent on each
task. Other tasks, such as project administration , preparat ion of
progress reports and memos, etc., are not shown.

At the time of contract award to Al len Corporation, the
develppment of objectives hierarchies and SBOs was approximately
50 percent comp le te. The man hour totals for this task i n Ta b le 6 are ,
therefore , est imated to be abou t half  those requ i red to develo p

the full set of hierarchies and SBOs for the F-4.

The total on-site contractor personnel hours are shown in

Table 7. These figures contain the totals from Table 6 plus
manhours for secretarial and administrative functions.

TABLE 7. TOTAL PROJECT-RELATED MANHOURS
SPENT BY ON-SITE CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL

STAFF MANHOURS
instructional Psychologist 904

Production Manager 960

Administrative Assistant/Secretary 1,063

Total hours of off-site personnel by category are shown i n
Table 8. The categories are technical , mana gemen t, an d suppor t.
Technica l hours include assistance with and review of on-site

activities and preparation of reports. Management hours include

contract manageme nt, organization and review of contract del iver-
ab les 1 and liaison wi th the contract technical monitor . Support

hours include typing and general secretarial assistance in support

of off-site technical and management efforts.

PERSONNEL CATEGORY MANHOURS
Technical 440
Management 575

5upport 185

(
--p
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The overall manhour expenditures were in accord with those

originall y projected; however, individual task requirements

differed from the original projections. Since the development of

objectives hierarchies and SBOs began prior to contract award ,

completion of this task required fewer manhours than projected.

Media selection also required less time than projected. Syllabus

development was a difficult task. The difficulty of the task

combined with a shortage of SME support during this portion of

the contract caused more contractor hours to be used . As a result,

the milestone for syllabus completion was not met. This will be

discussed further in the next section . Finally, the Train ing
Support Requ i rements Anal ysis was comp leted as projected .

TIME

• A suninary of the projected versus actual elapsed time for each

ISD step is shown in Figure 11. Ihe program was on or ahead of

schedule through medi a selec tion . As di scussed in the “Problems
and Soluti ons ” section under “Syllabus Development,” problems were
encountered which precluded the completion of syllabus development
as scheduled . These problems were the brief amount of time allotted

for syl la bus develo pmen t, the inherent difficulty of the task , the
lack of agreement among SMEs, a lac k of adequate SME su pport , and
the mult iple syllabi which had to be developed . Failure to complete

the syllabi on or near schedule caused the Training Support Re—

quirements Analysis (TSRA) and the Final Report to be delayed.

• At the outset it was recognized that the schedule requirements

for this program were demanding . Times allotted to the four major

tasks were: hierarch ies and SBOs (including SME training) - 11 weeks;

media selection - 4 weeks ; syllabus development - 4 weeks; and

TSRA - 4 weeks . Four weeks each for medi a select ion and the
train ing support requirements analysis were sufficient to complete

the tasks. As discussed above, the four weeks scheduled for
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syllabus development was not sufficient for a program of this
size in which multip le syllabi are required. It is recomended
that in similar future ISD programs, a minimum of ten weeks be
scheduled for this task. With adequate SME support, it Is
hypothesized the syllabi required in the F-4 ISO program could
have been completed in ten weeks.

The objectives hierarchies and SBOs were completed on
schedule; however, this was partly a function of their having been
started prior to contract award . For future planning purposes,
it is reconinended that in programs of this size, in which SMEc

are the primary developers , a minimum of 15 weeks be allowed for
SME training and the development of objectives hierarchies and
SBOs.

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

All facilities and equipment were government furnished and
were adequate for the program. The four assigned SMEs from
MCCTRG-10 occupied their normal workspaces in two offices. A
large conference room was available for use by SMEs who supplemented
the four permanently assigned and for group meetings , training
sessions , etc. Two offices with desks were provided for contractor
personnel. One was used by technica l personnel . The other was
used by the administrative assistant/secretary and also contained
filing cabinets and a work table. All rooms adjoined thus enhancing
interaction among all personnel involved in the program.

Reproduction capability was marginal when contract work began.
During the contract, however, this capability was upgraded by the
government and was quite satisfactory for the remainder of the
contract. Government furnished typewriters were IBM Mag Card u s ,
which significantly facilitated production of the numerous large
documents required under the contract.

It should be noted that the facilities and equipment were a
very positive factor for both the SMEs and contractor personnel .
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They provided a good working environment both in terms of space

and capabilities .
The contractor provided consumable supplies and a telephone

on-site. All off-site activities took place in contractor
facilities . Since end products of the four major tasks were pro-

duced on-site, off-site activities primarily involved review,

accounting , and management functions for which few resources were

required.
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APPENDIX A

STRUCTURE OF OBJECTIVES HIERARCHIES

This appendix is an extract wi th minor modifications
from one section of the Objectives Hierarchy Report
(CDRL Item E005). It presents a description of the organi-
zation of the hierarchies , the numbering system, and the
symbols used .
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I
STRUCTURE OF OBJECTIVES HIERARCHIES

The hierarchies and SBO’s were structured around the
four F-4 missions : (1) Air to Surface, (2) Air to Air ,
(3) Reconnaissance, and (4) Escort. Each of the four missions
was partitioned into the same ten mission segments:

1. Premission Phase
2.- Brief Phase
3. Prelaunch Phase
4. Takeoff/Departure Phase
5. Navigation Phase
6. Tactical Phase
7. Refueling Phase
8. Approach/Landing Phase
9. Post Mission Phase
10. Debrief Phase 4Th

It was from this basic structure of four missions by ten mission
segments that the hierarchies and SBO ’s were developed .

The numbering of the SBO ’s indicates the hierarchical
relationships among the SBO ’s which make up the hierarchy dia-
grams. The first number specifies one of the four missions cited
above while the second number indicates one of the ten mission
segments within the mission , e.g., 1.1 is mi ssion one (Air to
Surface), mission segment one 4Premission Phase). The subsequent
digits in the SBO numbers are derived from the structures of the
hierarcnles and relate the prerequisite, lower-level component
skills and knowledge to the higher l evel skills and knowledge.

The hierarchies are numbered from top to bottom and wi thin
a branch at the same level from left to right. Each subordinate
objective in a hierarchy has a reference number which includes

(~~
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the complete reference number from its superordinate objective
in the hierarchy and an added entry (Figure A-i). If multiple
objectives are ininediately subordinate to the same objective,
the reference numbers for all of them will be identical in all
but the last entry. The final entries for the subordinate
objectives are sequentially assigned numbers beginning with 1.

In Figure A-i the first hierarchy for Mission Segment 1.1
is shown. In order to conduct premission planning the pilot must
“Gather Data for Mission ” (1.1.1), “Select Pubs for Gathering
Mission Data” (1.1.2), “Compute Air to Surface Mission Data”
(1.1.3), “Record Data for Mission ” (1.1.4), and “Evaluate Data
on Mission Planning ” (1.1.5).

Three different types of blocks are shown in Figure A-i.
The dashed rectangular block at the top of the page (1.0) in-
dicates that the page is a continuation of another hierarchy
page. The objective within a dashed block is that objective
which is ininediately superordinate to the objectives on the
current hierarchy page.

The first solid rectangular block following a dashed
rectangular bl ock (1.1 in Fi gure A-i) is always an objective
which has been carried over from a previous page, i . e., there was
insufficient room on a previous page to adequately analyze the
objective, therefore, it was continued on a subsequent page.
Other terminal solid rectangular blocks on a page are not analyzed
further on a subsequent page. (1.1.4.1 and 1.1.4.2 in Figure A-i).

The “hex” box is used to indicate an objective which is
further analyzed on a succeeding page (1.1.1 , 1.1.2, 1.1.3, and
1.1.5 in Figure A-i). The objective in a “hex” box is contained
In the top solid rectangle on a subsequent hierarchy page. The
superordinate objective to it is included in the dashed rectangle
at the top of that page.

Figure A-2 is a further analysis of the hex box 1.1.2 in
Figure A-i. Note that the ininedlately superordinate objective 1.1

r
101
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( J i
Is contained in the dashed rectangle at the top of the page
and that 1.1.2 which was a hex box in Figure A-i is the first
solid rectangular box following the dashed rectangular box.
In Figure A-2 all objectives are contained in solid rectangular
boxes thus indicating that they will not be analyzed further on
succeeding pages.

One or more SBO pages accompany each hierarchy . The SBO
listing contains all information (i.e., number , complete name ,
conditions , and standards) for all objectives in solid rectan-
gular boxes in the accompanying hierarchy . For objectives in
“hex” boxes, which will be analyzed further on another page ,
only the number and objective name is present on the SBO page.
Figure A-3 is the accompanying SBO page for the hierarchy shown
in Figure A-i; Figure A-4 accompanies the hierarchy in Figure
A-2.

If the same objective appears on more than one objective
page it has alternate reference numbers . The duplication of
an objective on different hierarchy pages is indicated in two C
ways. First , such an objective contains a small solid triangle
in the upper left corner of the reference number section of the
box (Figure A—2). Secondly, a l l  objectives wi th an alternate
reference mark are listed in an alternate numbers table. There
is one such table at the end of the pilot hierarchies and one
at the end of the RIO hierarchies .

As the hierarchies were being developed clear patterns

emerged within mission segments , across m i ssions . In many cases
the hierarchies and SBO ’s comprising a segment within one mi ssion

were identical to those in the same mission segment within one

or more other mi ssions. For exampl e, the hierarchies in the

Prelaunch segment were identical across all four missions for

both the pilots and RIO ’s. Within both the pilot and RIO mission

segments, 17 of the 40 mission segments were unique with the
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remaining 23 segments being duplicates of the 17 unique segments.
Due to the high degree of redundancy across mission segments,

the pilot and RIO hierarchies contained only those which were
un ique. For both the pil ot and RIO hierarchies Mission 1.0 (Air I

to Surface) is presented in its entirety , i.e., all ‘ten m ission
segments are included . For the remaining three missions 2.0 -

(Air to Air) , 3.0 (Reconnaissance), and 4.0 (Escort) only those 
Imission segments whose hierarchies differ from those in the =

corresponding mission segment in Mission 1.0 were presented . -3
’ 
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APPENDIX B

MEDIA DEFINITIONS AND SAMPLE SELECTION DIAGRAMS

- This appendix contains the media for each of the
terminal blocks in the selection diagram , definitions
of each of the candidate media , and examples of the
selection process.
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CANDIDATE MEDIA

Each path in the diagram shown in Figure 8 leads to

reconinended media (labeled Ml through 1444) for presenting

the behavioral objective. These reconinended media are shown
in Figure B-i. In most cases prima ry and alternate media
are reconinended. However, in some cases one or more possible

answers to a question are inappropriate for any objective
that has entered a certain pathway. In these cases (such
as Media #1) the terminal blocks indicate that the combin-

ation of answers to questions violated a principle of media
selection . The remedial solution is to review the path and
correct the i ncons istency.

MEDIA DEFINITIONS .

The instructiona l media contained in the model are:

0 Medi ated Interacti ve Lecture =

~ Workbook

Sl ide Tape Presentation
0 Random Access Slide Presentation
0 V ideotape Presentation
0 Computer Assisted Instruction
0 Trainer Exercise
0 Aircraft Flight

Each o~ the media is defined below.

Mediated Interactive Lecture (MIL) - The major portion of

the instructional material in an MIL is presented verbally by an
instructor to a group of students. A MIL requires two hard copy
products, student worksheets and visual aids . The student worksheet -j
includes a set of lesson objectives, the generalities for each
objective, necessary char ts, tables , and figures, and a set of

110
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Media #1
Familiar ization level content should not be taught
at a recall level . • 

-

Media #2

Familiarization level content should not be taught
a rule-using level .

Media #3
Paired associate leve l ..ontent should not be taught
at a rule-using level .

Media #4

First Choice: Workbook
Second Choice: Mediated interactive lecture

I
Media #5

First Choice: Mediated interactive lecture
Second Choice : Slide-tape presentation

Media #6

Fi rst Choice : Vi deotape
Warn ing : It may not be worth the expense

Media #7
It is probably a waste of time and resources to teach
this objective at a familiarization level .

Media #8

Fi rst Cho ice: Sl ide tape
‘ Second Choice: Mediated interactive lecture

Media #9
First Choice : Videotape
Second Choice: Mediated interactive lecture

Media #1•~
Why is an interactive presentation needed to teach
discrim inated recall level behavior?

Figure B-i . The Meaning of Each of the 44 TermInal
Blocks in the Media Selection Network
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Media #11
You may want to combine this objective with the
classification l evel objective dealing with this
content.

First Choice: Workbook
Second Choi ce: Mediated interactive lecture

Media # 12

Fi rst Choice: V ideotape
Second Choice: Medi ated interactive lecture

Media #13

Why do you need an interacti ve s imulat ion to teach
a di scriminated recall level behav ior?

Media #14

Fi rst Choice: A simulator or the actual equipment
and a worksheet.

Second Choice: CAl simulat ion
Media #15

F i rst Choice : Work book g
3”

Second Choice : Slide tape
Th i rd Choice: Mediated interactive lecture

Media #16

Fi rst Choice: CA l (memory)
Second Choice: Workbook
Third Choice: Slide tape

Media # 17

Fi rst Choice: CAl (memory)
Second Choice : Slide tape
Th i rd Choice: Sl ide tape

Media #18

First Choice: CAl (memory)
Second Choice: Slide tape
Third Choice : Workbook

Media #19
First Choice : Videotape
Second Choice : Mediated interactive lecture

Figure B-t. The Meaning of Each of the 44 TermInal
Blocks In the Media Selection Network
(continued)
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Media #20
Why do you need an interactive presentation to teach
a discriminated recall level behavior?

Media #21
You may want to combine this objective with the work-
book portion of the rule-using level objective dealing
with the content.

First Choice: Workbook
Second Choice : Mediated interactive lecture

Media #22
First Choice : CA! (memory)
Second Choice: Workbook
Third Choice: Slid e tape

Media #23

You may want to combine this with the workbook portion
of the rule-usin g level objective dealing with this
content.

First Choice : Slide tape
Second Choice: Workbook

Media #24

First Choice: Videotape
Second Choice: Mediated interactiv e lec ture

Media #25
First Choice : Videotape
Second Choice : Mediated interactive lecture (with VT).

Media #26

First Choice: Simulator
Second Choice : CA! simulation
Th ird Choice: V ideotape

Media #27
First Choice: V ideotape
Second Choice : Mediated interactive lecture (with VT).
NOTE : Be sure you have a separate objective to teach

the large memory component of this objective at
the di scrim i nated recal l level .

Figure B-i. The Meaning of Each of the 44 TermInal - 
-

Blocks in the Media Selection Network
(continued)
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Media #28
First Choice: Simulator
Second Cho ice: CAl Simula ti on
Th i rd Cho ice: V ideota pe

Media #29

First Choice: Workbook
Second Choice: CAl
Third Choice : Mediated interactive lecture
Fourth Choice: Random access slide-workbook

Media #30

First Choice : CAl
Second choice : Random access slide-workbook
Third Choice: Workbook
Fourth Choice: Mediated interactive lecture

Media #31

First Choice: Random access slide-workbook
Second Choice: CAl
Third Choice: Mediated interactive lecture
Fourth Choice: Workbook 4

Media #32

First Choice: CAl
Second Choice : Random access slide-workbook
Third Choice: Mediated interactive lecture
Fourth Choice: Workbook

Media #33

Fi rst Choice: Workbook
Second Choice: CAl
Third Choice : Mediated interactive lecture
Fourth Choice: Random access slide-workbook

Media #34

First Choice: CAl
Second Choice: Random access sl ide-workbook
Th i rd Cho ice: Workboo k
Fourth Choice: Mediated interactive lecture
NOTE : Be sure you have a separate objective to teach

the large memory component of this objective at
the discr iminated recall level .

Figure B-i. The Meaning of Each of the 44 Terminal
Blocks In the Media Selection Network
(continued)
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Media #35
First Choice: Random access slide-workbook
Second Choice: CAl
Third Choice : Mediated interactive lecture

= Fourth Choice: Workbook
NOTE: Be sure you have a separate objective to teach

the large memory component of this objective
at the di scriminated recall level .

Media #36

First Choice: CAl
Second Choice: Random access slide-workbook
Third Choice : Mediated interactive lecture
Fourth Choice: Workbook
NOTE: Be sure you have a separate objective to teach

the large memory component of this objective
at the discriminated recall level .

Media #37
— First Choice : Workbook
— Second Choice : CAl

Third Choice : Mediated interactive lecture
1” Fourth Choice: Random access slide-workbook

Media #38

First Choice: CAl
Second Choice : Random access slide-workbook
Third Choice: Workbook
Fourth Choice: Mediated interactive lecture

Media #39
First Choice: Workbook 

-

Second Choice: CAl
Third Choice : Mediated interactive lecture
Fourth Choice : Random access sl ide-workbook
NOTE: Be sure you have a separate objective to teach

the large memory component of this objective
at the discriminated recall level .

Media #40

First Choice : CA!
Second Choice : Random access slide-workbook
Third Choice : Workbook
Fourth Choice: Mediated interactive lecture
NOTE : Be sure you have a separate objective to teach

= the large memory component of this objective
at the discriminated recall level .

f’ Figure B-i. The Meaning of Each of the 44 Terminal
Blocks in the Media Selection Network
(continuedF
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Med ia #41
First Choice: Random access slide-workbook
Second Choice : CA!
Third Choice: Mediated interactive lecture
Fourth Choice: Workbook

Media #42
First Choice: CA!
Second Choice : Random access slide-workbook
Third Choice : Mediated interactive lecture
Fourth Choice : Workbook

Media #43
First Choice : Random access slide-workbook
Second Choice: CAl
Third Choice: Mediated interactive lecture
Fourth Choice : Workbook
NOTE: Be sure you have a separate objective to teach

the large memory component of this objective
at the discriminated recall level .

Media’ #44 —

First Choice : CAl
Second Choice : Random access slide-workbook
Third Choice : Mediated interactive lecture
Fourth Choice: Workbook
NOTE : Be sure you have a separate objective to teach

the large memory component of this objective
at the discriminated recall level .

Figure B-i. The Meaning of Each of the 44 Terminal
Blocks in the Media Selection Network
(continued )
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practice Item response sheets for each objective. Types of visual
aids used in a Mu may include overhead transparencies , slides ,
or videotapes, depending on the display requirements of the lesson.
These aids are used , where appropriate, to present supporting
information , sets of examples, and sets of practice items. For a

lecture to be adaptive to student needs it must be interactive.

= An interactive lecture provides the instructor with an outline
which requires him to ask the students questions and alter his

presentation based on student responses .

Workbook ( W B )  - The defining characteristic of a workbook is I -

that all instructional components are presented in printed form. 
-n

The workbook begins with a lesson map, a lesson introduct ion , and
a set of instructions explaining how to proceed. Each segment

(corresponding to one objective) begins by presenting the objective, - -

the generality, and the supporting explanation or help. The
practice items are designed to require the student to behave at the
level designated in the objective. The practice set is accompanied

by a feedback and help section.

Sl ide-Tape Presentation (ST) - A slide-tape presentation shall
contain three separate components: (1) a’ set of sl ides or photogra ph ic
frame s, (2) audio sections , and (3) a student worksheet. The

student worksheet first presents a lesson map, and a set of
instruct ions about where to get the slides and the audio tape,
where and how to set them up, and how best to use them. For each
segment, the worksheet presents the objective, the generality ,

necessary charts and ta bles , and a response form for the pract ice
items. The audio tape shall begin with an introduction. For
each objective, the generality is restated and additional supporting

information is presented. The slides shall complement the audio
• tape. A set of practice items is presented next. The student

is told to stop the tape after each question , and write his
answer on his worksheet. When the tape is started again , it gives j
feedback and help for that item.

C
i
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Random-Access Sl ide Presentation (RAS) - A random-access
sl ide presentation shall contain two components : a set of slides

presented via a random-access slide projector, an d a student
worksheet. This medium allows for visual presentation of large
numbers of examples and practice items without sacrificing the
freedom of movement (i.e., learner control ) lost in the linear
ST or VT presentation. The worksheet in the RAS shall present

the lesson map, a lesson introducti on , and instruct ions for
obtaining the slide set, setting up, and viewing , an d how best to
use the lesson ma ter i a l s. Fo r ea ch segment, it presents the
objective , the generality and sonic supporting explanation. It

then presents tables of numbered example i tems and practice i tems.
Each table presents a l i st i ng of the sl ide num bers of exam ple ,
and help, or practice and feedback i tems. The student can use

these tables to check those examples he has viewed , or the pract ice
i tems he has worked. The practice table also provides space for
the student’s response. The random-access slides are used to

present an expanded version of the generality , the set of examples
wi th hel ps, practice i tems, and feedback.

Videotape ~scn,t~atio~_(yI) 
- A videotape presentation shall

contain two components: a videotape cassette and a student worksheet.
The use of these two components shall be parallel to the use of
corresponding components of the slide-tape presentation . The major
difference between these two media is the type of display capability .
The instruct ional strategy used is sim i lar in both types of medi a.

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAl) - In this med i um a
con~uter monitors student performance through frequent tests and
optimizes trainee learn ing by branching to the appropriate level
of deta i l. When trai nees el ic i t a stron g un derstand ing of the
content the computer omits further instruction. When the trainee
fails to master a subject the computer branches to more detailed
instruction , much as a h uma n inst ruc tor does . Due to the h igh
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- 

-
‘ cost of computer assisted instruction , Allen Corporation was

instructed to omit CA! from consideration on this training
program.

Trainer Exercise - A trainer exercise shall be used to allow
the student to practice in a simulated real world environment.

The type of trainer used depends on whether cockpit motion is

requ i red , and upon the degree of fidelity to the real world

required . A trai ner exercise shall also include three other corn-

ponents: (1) a student worksheet, (2) a student evaluation sheet,

and (3) a trainer feedback sheet. The student worksheet presents

the student wi th the set of lesson objectives , a lesson intro-
duct ion , and a set of instructions describ ing what he should do
to be prepared for the tra i ner. The worksheet then presents any
information the student will need for mission planning purposes ,

and spells out exactly what planning he will need to have prepared .
The worksheet then outlines in detail the procedures or actions

the student should perform. For procedures not previously practiced ,

— the worksheet presents a list of steps to perform. Previously

mastered procedures are referred to by name without the accompanying

l ist of steps. In a l l  cases , the wor ksheet ou tl ines verbal l y or
pictorially the correct result of the action . The student evaluation

sheet is used by the instructor to check the student’s performance.
It descr ibes evalua tion instructions , outlines necessary instructor-
student interactions , and gives a checklist of all points that

shoul d be evalua ted . Based on the studen t’s performance, the
instructor fills out a trai ner feedback sheet. This sheet is

formatted so the instructor can check areas where the student

needs more practice. Each area references course lessons which
deal with the area .

Aircraft Flight (AC) - The Instructiona l materials for flight
shall be similar to those for a trainer exercise. These materials

Include a student worksheet, a student evaluat ion form , and a fl ight

0 -
:
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feedback sheet. The student worksheet outlines the lesson objectives,
gives the student necessary data and instructions for mission

planning , and describes the genera l sequence of events that should
occur during the flight. The student evaluation sheet and the
flight feedback sheet are the same format as those used in the
trainer exercise. The student eva l uation sheet shall be printed

on knee-cards so it can be carried on the flight.

SELECTION PROCESS EXAMPLES

As di scussed in Sect ion I I I , medi a for presen ti ng each object ive
were selected by asking a series of five questions. Answers to

the questions traced a path through the media selection diagram .
Figure 13-2 contains a copy of the media selection diagram for

pilot behavioral objective 1.3.4.1.1 (State Procedures for Taxi

On Field). The dark lines indicate the questions asked about the

objective and the pathways chosen based on the answers .

The algorithm starts at the triangle in the center of the

page and proceeds to Question 1 (What is the level of behavior

expected of the student in this segment?). The answer is No. 2

(discriminated recall) because the student is required to recall
and state the procedures.

The algorithm then proceeds to Question 2 (What l evel of

content is being taught in this segment?). The answer is No. 3

(concept) because the student must state the concept or pro-

cedures but not manipulate it as in No. 4.

Next is Question 5 (Is the memorization component of this
objective large or small?). The answer is No. 2 (large) because

there is no checklist for taxi procedures and much information =
must be remembered to correctly perform taxi operations .

The fina l question is No. 4 (What is the minimum display
requirement?). The answer is No. 2 (verbal and/or symbolic and/or
static complex pictorial) because the long list of procedures

w i ll  requ i re comp lex static pi ctor ial presentation .
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The al gorithm has led to Media 18. As shown in Figure B-i,
the first choice for Media 18 is CAl . Due to cost considerations
this option was omi tted . Consequently, the recommended medi a for
presentation of the objective (State Procedures for Taxi On Field)
are sl ide tape (first choice) and workbook (second choice).

Figure 13-3 contains a copy of the media selection map for
pilot behaviora l objective 1.3.4.1 (Perform Taxi On Field). The
fi rst question concerns the l evel of behavior required of the
student. The answer is No. 3 (rule using ) because the student
must apply the rule in actual practice.

Quest ion No. 2 as ks the level of content to be taught. The
answer is No. 4 (rule) because the student must manipulate the
conce pt.

The last question (No. 4) asks what are the minimum display
requirements . The answer is No. 4 (interactive) because the
display systeiti must sense student inputs and feedback actua l
aircraft responses.

The algorithm has selected Media 14. The first choice for (‘
Media 14 is a simulator or the actual equipment and a worksheet.
The second choice is CAL and was eliminat ed . - -
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APPENDIX C

- 

ANALYSIS EXAMPLE

This appendix contains an example wh ich traces objectives
from the task listing , through hierarchy and SBO development
and media selection , to the syllabus.

U

I

I
I
I
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ANALYSIS EXAMPLE

In the sequence of Figure C-i through C-B on the following
pages , three objectives from the task listing are traced through

three analysis steps. First they are broken down into their
prerequisite skills and knowledges in an objectives hierarchy .
Next , media are selected for one of these objectives and two of
the prerequisite objectives, using media selection diagrams .
Finally, the objectives from the hierarchy are grouped into
syllabus lessons .

The task listing page shown in Figure C-i was the start
point for the analysis. Objectives marked with asterisks (*)
are those which are analyzed in the subsequent hierarchy .

Figure C-2 is the hierarchy containing the superordinate objectives,
the objectives of interest from the tas k list ing, and the sub-
ordinate objectives identified during the hierarchy analysis.

Note that objective 2.6.6.4 (Determine the Optimum Lesson to Use)

is at the same level in the hierarchy as the three objectives from
the task list ing. Al though the inclus ion of thi s objective
resul ted from analysis of the other three objectives at the same
level , it was placed as a coordinate objective as per the
specification guidel ines for hierarchy development. Figure C-3
is the SBO pages for the hierarchy in Figure C-2.

The next step was to select instructional media for the
objectives. Figures C-4, C-5, and C-6 are media selection
diagrams for three of the objectives in Figure C-2.

Fo l low i ng medi a selection , the objectives were grouped to
form lessons . Two lessons, one ground school and one flight ,
were formed from the objectives in Figure C-2. The syllabus
sheets for these lessons are shown in Figure C-i and C-B.

( • )
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F-4 AIRCREW TASK LISTING VALIDATION

- t
TAS K CONDITION S STANDARDS

2.6.5.1.3
Acquire TGTS using PLM Given tactical situation JAW TACMAN

2.6.5.1.4 Given tactical situation lAW TACMAN
Acquire TGTS using

2.6.5.1.5 Given tactical situation lAW TACMAN
Acquire TGTS using
radar

( (rear seat acquisition)

2.6.6
Del iver weapon

( 2.6.6.1 
* Given tactical situation lAW TACMAN

Del iver Aim 7

2.6.6.2 
* Given tactical situation lAW TACMAN

• Deliver Aim 9

2.6.6.3 
* Given tactical situation lAW TACMAN

Deliver 20mm gun fire

Figure C—i . Sample Task Listing Page. Entries
Marked with an Asterisk (*). were the
Superordinate Objectives for Subsequent
Analysis
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APPENDIX 0 -j

TRAINING SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

This appendix contains extracts from the Training -

Support Requirements Report (CDRL Item EOO11). Sections

presented perta in to cost est imation procedures and the
figures used in the ca1cu~ations. 
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TRAINING SUPPORT REQU IRE ME NTS A N A L Y S I S

The following sections of this appendix contain the basic
information which was used to estimate costs for development ,

implementat ion , revis ion and maintenance of the F-4 pilot and
RIO courses. Since the design phase was under contract, when
the TSRA was prepared , no estimate for this phase was calculated.
Of parti cul ar relevance are the develo pment cos ts for one lesson
in each of the seven media selected for use in the F-4 training
courses . As di scusse d in Sect ion III of thi s report, the
number of lessons per medium has changed as a result of lesson

specification development , which began after the original TSRA
was produced. Total est imated cos ts , therefore, have changed,
but not the costs per lesson in each medium.

DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS

The develo pment phase cons ists of the author ing and pro-
duct ion effor ts. Base rate values for these efforts were
developed in the format specified in UDI-H-0004O. Table 0-1 ,
Personnel Hours and Materials to Develop One Lesson of In-

struct ion , contains the basic data required . Data in Table D-1
were drawn from three civilian production companies and from

two civil service (Navy) organizations.

In Table 0-1 the SME has been considered to be the author.

The Instructional Psychologist has been considered as a part-
time program manager w i th the Instruc ti ohal Technolo gi st
providing most of the direct support and assistance in the
authoring and development efforts. The production manager pro-
vides the liaison between the graphics , camera , and typing
personnel . In addi t ion, he will provide the scheduling of
input and output for the storyboard and illustration requirements.
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TABLE D-1 . BASIC DATA USED TO CALCULATE
flEVELCIPMFNT COSTS
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I

TABLE 0-1 . BASIC DATA USED TO CALCULATE
DEVELOPMENT COSTS (CONTINUED)
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The personnel hours shown in Table 0-1 were converted to

estimated “loaded” salaries in Tables D-2 through D-7. The
Approximate Hourly Rate contains the estimated additions for

overhead, G&A (General and Administrative) and profit fees.
Tables D-2 through 0-7 show the estima ted costs , by media ,

for production of the lessons in the 1-4 pilot and RIO syllabi .
Materials and services are indicated in Tables 0-2 through

D—7 using dollar amounts . The Development Tota l represents the

cost for one reproducible master of finished lesson materials

for the given medium. Duplication costs were not estimated

since dupl ication will be carried out by the government.

A survey of availa ble training assets (equipment) conducted

during Media Selection and shown in Table D-8, indicates that
there is adequate equipment for display of Videotape and adequate
simulator/trainer and aircraft avai labilities . However, there is
a requirement for slide/tape machines . Additionally, i t has been
determined that MCAS , El Toro and NAS , North Island have adequate
Videotape capabilities as well as reproduction capabilities that

could be utilized during the development effort. Further research

determined that Code N-SI , Navy Educat ion and Tra ini ng Support
Center, Pacific has facilities for duplication of 35m slides .

Tasking and scheduling would be required through Code N-4, CNET .
Duplication of paper materials could be accomplished through
the Navy Publication and Printing Service and tasked through
OPTAR . No specific in-service organization appeared to h ave a

total development crew that could be made available for full F-4

training development. It is reconinended that the production of

all original materials be contracted and that duplication of

the orig inals be done by the government.

The equipment required for development are those items

associated with a ful l graphics and photography capability and

Include: cameras , lay-up tables , back-light table , photo-copiers ,

slide/tape machine , audio pulsing and recording machines , etc.
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It is expected that the contracted development company will
-: provide the required equipment.

Facility requirements for development would Include sufficient
space for camera lay-up (8’ x 10’), sound-proof recording (6’ x 6’), 

—

and for graphic equipment (10’ x 20’). Attendant tables, desks
and chairs would also be required if on-site production was in-
dicated. The facility should be sufficiently large to allow for
heat dissipation from camera lights and to prevent unnecessary
noise interference when recording.

Fac i lit ies currently being used by the ISD team at MCAS, F

Yuma will provide sufficient space for material s production .

These include two 12 x 10 offices for contractor personnel and 
—

two 11 x 11 off ices for SME ’s. Graphics and photographic
activities can be housed in a large 24 x 24 room. In addition ,
a 21 x 10 and a 12 x 11 room can be used as needed by production
personnel . Al l rooms are well-l ighted and have sufficient

~

‘- 
i electrical power to support production efforts. A sound-proof
4 .

recording facil ity is not available on-site . This facility may

be supplied by the narrator if he is a professional with access
to a recording facility , or in-service facilities at MCAS, El Toro
and/or NAS, North Island may be used . A dark room is available
at MCAS, Vuma . Its availability for contractor use could not
be determined .

IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS.

It is estimated that a maximum of 30 instructors will be
required to handle a student load of 60 pilots and 60 RIO’s per
year In a FRS. This estimate is derived from a maximum require-
ment of 16 flights per day with a different instructor for each
flight , and 2 instructors per day for each of the three simulators ,
the learning center, and the Air Combat Maneuver Range (ACMR).
This totals to a maximum of 26 instructors available and allows
approximately 15 percent for leave , TAD , etc ., thus yielding 30 in-
structors assigned . It is estimated that each Instructor will
be available four to six hours per day. -

- 
-
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Other personnel requirements such as scheduling , counseling , -‘

proctor/monitoring , general administration , and evaluation can be

met by the 30 assigned instructors. In addition , a min imum of

two enlisted personnel will be requ i red to distribute materials ,

main tain student records, and service learning center equipment.

The primary equipment required for implementation at each
FRS will be audio—v isual carrels in which the slide—tape lessons

w i ll be presented. A minimum of eight carrels will be required
at each FRS. Existing videotape equipment at the three FRS ’s
can be used for the v ideotape lessons.

Each operational and reserve squadron provided with course
materials will require one functioning audio-visual carrel pl us
one spare. If feasible a complete , central ized learn ing center
may be set up at locations having more than one squadron .

Equipment costs to set up learn ing centers at the three
FRS ’s are sumarized in Table D-9. The current costs are based
on GSA prices; the projected costs include a 10 percent inflation factor
to account for price increases prior to equipment purchase. The
quantity of ST carrels required is eight per FRS with two
additional cassette players and projectors per FRS included as
on-line spares.

It is recomended that two complete ST carrels be procured
for each user squadron rather than one complete carrel plus
on-line spares. One operational carrel will supply the training
needs of each squadron.

The learn ing center at each IRS should contain approximately

350-400 square feet to acconinodate the carrels , an instructor
station , and to allow free movement around the carrels. A separate,
but preferably adjoining room will house the lesson materials and

will be used for storage and check in and out of materials. This
room should be secure to allow for storage of classified materials.

-
F It should be a minimum of 100 square feet and contain 200 feet
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of shelf space for materials ’ storage. A classroom capable of
seating 10-15 students will be needed for lectures and periodic

class meetings. Approximately eight briefing rooms will be required
for t I iqht brwhnqS . Space b r  l)riPt~ ngs prior to simulator
lessons wil l also be required .

Facil ities requirements at other squadrons will be minimum

since there will be no more than two carrels and storage space

for one set of materials per squadron . Approximately 150 square

feet w i ll be requi red. Mater ials can be stored i n a secure
cabinet in this space . p

A preliminary survey to determine the availability of
facilities at the three FRS ’s indicated that the required space

is avail able. Specific rooms to he used for the learning centers

could riot he identified . Based on the genera l characteristics of

roonis that iiiay be converted to learning centers , it is estimated
that the following modifications will be required : (1) installation

of carpeting in the 350-400 square foot learning center: (2)

additional electrical power to provide the 4000-4500 watts required

when all carrels are in use: (3) installation of shelves or the

procurement of cabinets to provide materials storage space.

Classroom and briefing facil i t ies were judged to be sufficient at
all FRSs.
FIVE YEAR EVALUAT ION AND MAINTENANCE

Th is phase of the ISD effor t is concerne d w ith program re-
vision and maintenance requirements . After the training program

has been implemented and eva luated, there w i ll be firs t year
revision requirements. During the first year, many rev i s ions w ill
occur and be integrated into the training program. This requires

more support personnel during the first year of a five year

evaluat ion and maintenance effort than for the last four years .
Total requirements for first year revisions and quality

control activities were determined by itiult iplying the personnel ,
materials, and services directly tied to courseware development

152
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and production by .35. Annual requirements for the next four
years were determined by applying a factor of .20.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recognized that the TSRA results have indicated a
costly development program for the F-4 Pilot and RIO courses.
The estimated manhour requirements are believed to be very accurate
for those personnel shown . The dollar amounts approx imated for
the development personnel are those that a nornia l , well-sk illed

S 
professional organ izat ion would charge . However , not all
organizat ions uti li ze the same overhead rate , nor do all organ i-
zations have personnel skilled in segregated professions. That
is , the Instructional Technologist may also be the Program
Manager, the Production Manager may also be the proof reader, and
the paste-up artist may be the graphics specialist or photographer.
The most obvious cost area is the graphic specialist and photo-
grapher in the slide-tape lesson area ; however., they are required
specialists . It is suggested that , in other areas, personnel who
are mul ti-talented be considered acceptable specialists and that
the delineation of personnel categories by title not be utilized
in the acquisition of a development team. In some cases, a SME

F could be utilized for production management or for paste—up work.
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